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A unanimous decision 
Student Senate 
joins ASF 
Bv ROBIN PATER 
Staff Writer 
Following a two-week delay, a motion 
for the University's Student Senate to 
join the newly-formed American 
Student Federation (ASF) was finally 
brought off the table, voted on. and 
passed unanimously at the recom- 
mendation of Senate President Steve 
Foster. 
At last Tuesday's meeting of the 
senate, held Oct. 31. each senator 
present received an ASF fact sheet 
explaining the ASF and its purposes, 
along with a list of the pros and cons of 
joining. 
According to the fact sheet, the 
national association-which first met in 
late October-will lobby and deal with 
educational issues, avoiding all issues 
s-ncial in nature. 
Membership costing a school the size 
of the University $50, will allow the 
member school to receive one vote per 
1.500 Jull-tim 
stitunon   of 
-ti e students Also, the con- 
the ASF states that a 
delegate may carry proxy votes from 
other schools up to his 10-vote limit.   ; 
One of the main beneficiary reasons 
ASF supporters presented was that the 
student senate would be able to lobby for 
continuing financial aid and govern- 
mental grants for students here. 
Membership in the ASF includes the 
senate's representation on the national 
level and having it's input considered 
with that of othere schools represented 
on the national level. 
Approximately to to 15 schools have 
joined the ASF as of now. Another 20 to 
25 schools are currently considering 
membership. California State 
University.'the University of Texas, 
University of Arkansas, University df 
Alabama and Duke University are just 
a few already claiming ASF mem- 
bership. The ASF is. in fact, already 
incorporated in the state of New Jersey- 
(See ASF. page 14) 
(Ptioto by STEVE BROWN) 
Bashed and stashed 
Monsters invaded the campus and roamed the streets of Richmond this week 
in celebration of Halloween The Monster Bash held Tuesday night in the Keen 
Johnson Building drew almost a thousand people, including an extra tall 
(Pnoto by STEVE BROWN) 
Frankenstein, above left. Students got several scares out of the haunted houses 
around town. too. The Sigma Pi haunted house, above right, featured none other 
than Dracula himself. 
State aid needed 
to meet 
EPA standards 
After 'close encounters' 
* * ■ ■■    • Quality of medical care questioned 
Bv ROB DOLLAR 
Staff Writ" 
Editor's note: This is the first In a 
three-part series dealing with medical 
services in the I'niversitv community. 
Several recent "close encounters of a 
medical kind" have raised the question 
;is to the quality of medical service and 
ran available to University students 
As University students, two main 
sources of medical attention are 
available, these being the University 
Infirmary and Patty A Clay Hospital 
Both sources have been the subject of 
some student criticism. 
The main area of criticism concerning 
I'attv A Clay has been the Emergency 
Room, where a few students have ex- 
perienced situations unsatisfactory to 
their expectations 
One student. Mike Morris, injured 
while playing football on Sept 24. was 
taken to the emergency room because of 
severe stomach pains and vomiting. 
■imeawiwn •« Ma—la   h» nn riven a 
pain killer and then X-rayed, so as to 
find the extent of his injury. 
He said the doctors informed him that 
the x-rays were negative and thus he left 
the hospital and went back to his dorm. 
Morris stated that he returned to the 
hospital emergency room later that 
night, because of persisting pain and 
additional vomiting. 
This lime, he said he saw a different 
doctor and again communicated the 
symptoms of his injury. 
According to Morris, when he men- 
tioned to the doctor the fact that he 
experienced pain on both sides of his 
collar bone whenever he took a breath, 
the doctor became suspicious and or- 
dered a blood test and other procedures 
to determine if the spleen had been 
injured. 
Morris stated that the tests revealed 
that he did have a spleen injury, which 
was not determined in the first 
diagnosis during his initial visit to the 
hospital. 
Reportedly, he was operated on and 
his snleen removed 
Morris added, however, that once he 
was admitted to the hospital and out of 
the emergency room, his treatment and 
care was excellent. 
Another student. Larry Duncan, also 
required the services of the emergency 
room after he was injured in a fight on 
Sept  21. at the Family Dog. 
According to Duncan, his face was 
severely cut after he was hit with a 
glass, hut his most serious injury turned 
oul to he a small tooth-like bite that he 
received on his hand, after he struck 
someone in the mouth. 
While Duncan was having his face 
sewn up. he said he did not notice the cut 
on his hand and did not bring it to the 
attention of the doctors. 
II was reported that treatment was 
complicated at the hospital that night 
because of a scuffle in the hopsital 
parking lot between some of Duncan's 
fraternity brothers and some in- 
dividuals who had followed Duncan to 
Ihe hospital from the Family Dog after 
the initial fight. 
According to Duncan, the nurses and 
staff of the emergency room became 
upset over the incident, which required 
calling the police to quell the distur- 
bance 
Duncan said he returned to the 
hospital again later that night because 
of pain in his hand but that the nurses 
were unresponsive to his problem, still 
being upset over the earlier incident. 
He stated that he returned to the 
hospital a third time the following 
morning for treatment of his hand, 
which had become infected. 
Duncan said that his hand was 
operated on and that he remained in the 
hospital for four days. 
He added that as a result of the injury, 
he has lost • 10 per cent of the ef- 
fectiveness in his little finger. 
David Blackburn, administrator of 
Patty A. Clay Infirmary, responded to 
the two cases by saying that major 
complaints about medical care in any 
community would revolve around 
emergency rooms. 
Concerning the Morris case, Black- 
burn stated that after reviewing the 
case, it was determined that the spleen 
injury to Morris was something that the 
first doctor would not have suspected, 
nor been able to prove with the available 
symptoms at the time. 
He said that it was a "judgment 
matter of the doctor" and that a dif- 
ferent doctor might have handled the 
situation a different way depending on 
his terms of thinking. 
According to Blackburn, the second 
doctor Morris saw used a gamma 
camera which highlights the organs of 
(See Quality, page 14) 
Bv H(ill IHILI.AR 
Staff Writer 
The estimated $1.101.850 project to 
modify Ihe University heating plant and 
bring it into compliance with En- 
-vTfonTnehlal Protection Agency (EPA) 
standards is still without approval from 
the Council on Higher Education, as 
well as various stale agencies that will 
provide the necessary funding, ac- 
cording to University President J.C 
Powell 
Powell stated that work on the 
proposed project, which was recently 
;ipproved by Ihe Board of Regents on 
mi 7, cannot start without approval 
Irom these agencies, as well as the 
ironing nut of several details. 
Powell explained the situation by 
recalling the fact that the University 
was notified March SI. by the U.S. EPA 
ihat boilers in the heating plant were in 
viola)ion of Kentucky Division of Air 
Pollution Control regulations. 
He added that upon receipt of the 
notification, he advised the Council An 
Higher Education of the problem and 
then turned Ihe matter over to the 
KxecutiveaDepartment for Finance and 
Administration, a state agency that 
deals with problems concerning state 
owned buildings and mechanical 
systems 
Powell stated that the two state 
iigencies that eventually became in- 
volved with the matter, the Bureau of 
Facilities Management and the Ken- 
tucky Division of Air Pollution Control. 
consulted with an engineering firm to 
determine the work to he done, cost of 
ihe project and completion dates 
Powell further added that Ihe 
University was looking to state 
government to handle the problem, as it 
did for Western Kentucky University 
about a war ago when the state spent in 
Ihe urea of $800,000 to bring their 
healing plant into compliance with EPA 
standards in a similar situation. 
He emphasized that "our problem is 
not flagrant" hut Ihat "EPA standards 
are very rigid standards." 
I'oweil staled that the main problem 
was with particulales. the solid pieces in 
smoke and the fact thai more were 
present in smoke coming from the 
I'niversitv heating plant, than was 
liermilled by EPA standards. 
He added ihat the University did not 
have a sulfur problem, since it burns 
high-iirade coal and Ihat filtering 
equipment was necessary for correction 
of Ihe problem 
He added. "We have done what we 
can do and now it's a matter of the 
Kentucky Division of Air Pollution 
Control and Ihe Bureau of Facilities 
Management to resolve the problem." 
Powell stressed the point that the 
I 'niversily was in favor of the protection 
of Ihe environment and wanted 
everything to be in compliance with 
KPA standards 
He expressed his desire to have the 
problem solved "as quickly as possible" 
so that ihe University could go ahead 
with its other programs and problems. 
Alumni president 
dies in accident 
Water adds life 
for 50 cents a glass 
By ELIZABETH PALMER-BALL 
Newt Editor 
Homecoming was a fun time for most 
of the people involved but to Larry 
Martin, director of campus food ser- 
vices. Saturday had its share of 
headaches 
•The University is now purchasing new 
dispensing machines as well as some 
back up equipment. 
In regard to the cost of a cup of water 
being 50 cents at the Rame,.Martin said 
that he didn't know anything about it 
until he went to the stadium Saturday 
afternoon. "I can't repeat what I said 
when I found out about it," said Martin 
The cause of his "headache" was that* because you couldn't print it. We got it 
the automatic filling machines that 
dispense Coke at the concession stands 
in the stadium broke down. 
"We tested them Friday," said 
Martin, "and they were working fine but 
when they went over there on Saturday 
morning they wouldn't work." 
According to Martin, repairmen from 
the Coca-Cola Company in Lexington' 
which is responsible for the upkeep on 
-   the   machines,   came   and   started 
working on- them to Igy and get them 
'running in time for the game.'   -. 
»~J3**   repair   men   worked   on   the 
equipment all afternoon but could only 
tPnoto by SCOTT AOAMS) get one in working order. "There was 
(•        -;*•» »-«,'*»*oould do," said M:.-":::., -.. 
..'"-' , .,      . .. j j. _.     .w.   • "We   had ■ been   using-  that' same 
Martha Taglauer.. 1978 Homecoming queen, smiles at jhe exowdduring the equipment for years and tJevetikd any 
Homecoming parade Taglauer was sponsored by Kappa Delta sorofKy. problem with it."  Martin cbnTinued. 
stopped as quickly as we could." 
Martin said that he had received 
numerous letters in regard to the 
situation Saturday and wanted to 
"apologize to those who bought the 
water and to those who couldn't buy 
Cokes. 
Qi»cr!\for * <te- 
Sorry 
Due to a reporting error in last week's 
Progaesk it was stated in the article 
headlined "Spooks of Keen Johnson 
that the Miller - Beckham - McCreary 
fiorm *«»» Qot talcing part iri Inte««—ns 
'••Monster. Bash" held last Tuesday. The 
dorm did participate and haVe a booth 
the bash. -   . 
d  
 lii 
By RON WOLFE 
Associate Director of Alumni Affairs 
Jimmy Brown was buried yesterday 
amid the autumn splendor of his native 
I-etcher County. 
His death Sunday was another 
poignant reminder of fate's fickle 
choices ... that death is not reserved for 
the aged. 
Jimmy Brown had a great deal to live 
for ... at 34, he had assumed the 
presidency of Eastern's 32.000-member 
Alumni Association. At the time of his 
death, he was in the midst*Tjf Senator 
Walter Huddleston's re-election cam- 
paign ... five years ago at the age of 29, 
he was named city manager of his home 
town. Whitesburg. and he remained 
dedicated to his native eastern Ken 
tuckians... 
He had a long list of credits in local 
and state politics ... in church work ... 
and as an avid booster of Eastern where 
he served as a director and as president 
of the Alumni Association. 
In 1974 he was named Kentucky's 
(See Alumni, page 14) 
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Editorials 
Everyone has right to breath 
Kentucky's number one cash crop 
and its second largest money pro- 
ducer for the state is tobacco. 
It is the fifth largest cash crop in 
the nation. Last year more than 
400,000 farmers harvested nearly 
one million acres of tobacco. 
Smoking is a multi-billion dollar 
habit which people of this country 
have developed over the past few 
centuries. 
At the end of the recent session of 
congress, Massachusetts democratic 
Senator Edward Kennedy intro- 
duced anti-tobacco legislation. 
Senate Bill 3118 would have called 
for a "sliding tax" on cigarettes, 
depending on the tar and nicotine 
content of each brand. 
The tax would range from five to 
SO cents per pack with the higher 
taxes going to the brands with the 
highest amounts of tar and nicotine. 
Kennedy's bill would also require 
mandatory separation of smokers 
and non-smokers in restaurants and 
other public places. 
Airlines have already set up 
smoking and non-smoking areas on 
every commercial flight offered. 
Many restaurants in the larger cities 
have separate sections for smokers 
and non-smokers. 
The Kennedy bill would also 
require an extensive labeling system 
on all tobacco products. 
A $30 million research study was 
included in Senate Bill 3118 to 
determine why children and ado- 
lescents smoke. 
By voting time every part of the 
bill was stripped except for the 
research study in order to get other 
aspects of the bill passed. 
Kentucky politicians each took 
their turn in speaking out against 
this bill and others which they 
anticipate to come up in the next 
session of Congress. 
Senator Wendell Ford headed a 
senate subcommittee hearing on 
tobacco last week in Kentucky. 
Ford, in his opening remarks to 
the subcommittee called legislative 
action against the tobacco industry 
"punitive." 
The subcommittee hearing was set 
up in order to give the other side of 
tobacco. The economic benfits it 
holds was the main topic discussed 
by the Kentucky legislators. 
Of course the Kentucky politi- 
cians would speak of the benefits of 
tobacco. If one of them spoke 
against it, he would surely loose 
come election time. His voters 
would turn on him as if he had 
subbed his own mother. 
In essence, a Kentucky legislator 
who did criticized tobacco would be 
stabbing his own mother because 
tobacco does "feed" the state 
financially. 
State and local governments col- 
lect $50 million in taxes which can 
be related to tobacco. Hundreds of 
farmers relay on tobacco as their 
sole means of support. Those who 
work for the farmers, the whole- 
salers, the manufacturers and re- 
tailers would all loose their jobs if 
tobacco was banished. 
But what of the non-smoker? What 
of his rights to breath clean air? 
In California next week the 
people will decide if they want to 
accept Proposition 5. 
Proposition 5 will recognize the 
rights of smokers and the rights of 
those who want to breath clean air. 
The California law would give 
everyone a smoke  free place  to 
Sarah 
Warren 
A hard column 
x ■ I 
: Whenever I fed really strongly 
•bout an issue - when I have my 
opinion and I know I'm right — that 
is when the other side of the issue 
inevitably begins to haunt me. 
Maybe I'm a pushover, but there 
always seems to be two or more 
sides to every issue. 
For instance, when the Progress 
•its editor began receiving extreme 
criticism for his writing and some 
students, faculty and administrators 
began to take offense, I started 
thinking, "Maybe he is a bit too 
Outspoken and critical for Eastern, 
maybe bis writing does need to be 
toned down a little. After all, this is 
a pretty conservative campus." 
: Then the other side hit: "He has a 
right to express himself freely and he 
doesn't really offend me. He can't 
be censored just because a few 
people are irritated. It wouldn't be 
right." 
I Last weekend I went to Houston, 
Tx. with these two differing 
viewpoints in the back of my mind. 
ft was the Associate Collegiate Press 
Convention (ACP) and there were 
io be seminars on such topics as: 
''Working with Administration," 
''Editorial Standards: when and 
low to say no," "Fueling the Fires 
of Debate," and "Candy Coating 
. |he Arts (?)." 
• I was looking for some answers 
from the "people who know." 
'• One professor who looked to be 
ibout 80 had this to say in 
connection with this issue: "In order 
for the press to publish reasonable, 
intelligent writing, we must allow 
what, some consider not-so-reasona- 
ile writing to be published, or 
freedom of the press cannot truly 
exist. 
• "Those who read may then reject 
•he poorly written and accept the 
food," he said. 
;«." "But what if the writing causes a 
;»t Ot anger, hostility and criti- 
iism?" a student asked the old pro. 
: ''What if the students don't like the 
way a journalist writes?" 
•' The professor answered, "Papers 
have no obligation to represent or 
appeal to their students. How does 
the paper know what the students 
believe and want anyway?" 
';■ These thoughts prevailed and on 
{he plane trip home, while reading a 
college journalism -report prepared 
by Dr. Louis E. lngelhart, chairman 
v* the department &*'; .._..„..; at' 
Ball S**"- • 'oiwi»u ^ Muncie, 
bid,, 1 came across a case involving 
offen«"ve matei>*>and *■   ^.M of 
the press which occurred in 1968 at 
the University of North Dakota. 
When a student-funded concert 
there ended up $4,000 in the red, a 
student chose to express his senti- 
ments by using the unsold tickets to 
spell out in large letters on the floor 
the word "shit." 
The student newspaper in North 
Dakota printed a picture of the 
word and the public began demand- 
ing the editor's resignation. 
The president of the University, 
George W. Starcher, defended the 
editor in a speech which included 
these lines: 
"Are we willing to surrender our 
own and everybody's right to say, or 
print, all such words ... in order to 
get rid of one young man whose 
immaturity, lack of propriety or 
desire to flaunt his freedom to 
ignore the facts of semantics or 
context, irritate us? 
"Let me say only that America 
means the right of any individual to 
start a new religion if he feds like it, 
the right to participate in the free 
market of ideas with no facts 
barred and the right to be wrong, 
yes, up to a certain limit and within 
certain bounds even the right to be 
offensive." 
Back at school, while talking with 
a journalism teacher here, I men- 
tioned the arts editor, Houston and 
the writing of this column. I told her 
I planned to defend his right to be 
free of censorship. 
She presented a completely dif- 
ferent angle, saying that it's not 
really fair to constantly take up for 
yourself, members of your paper's 
staff or the paper itsdf in editorial 
comments. When a reader writes a 
letter to the editor, be shouldn't be 
subjected to an editorial denouncing 
his view, she said. 
A letter is the reader's only 
method of expression, whereas an 
editor has use of the entire paper at 
any time. Therefore, the paper 
should not defend itself against 
every critical attack, but should rely 
on its own merits and keep quiet. 
And in regards to the question of 
whether or not a student newspaper 
should "appeal" to its readers, the 
teacher brought up another point. If 
a student newspaper "constantly 
defies iu readership and offends 
their views, is it really functioning as 
a newspaper should-' Isn't a news- 
paper supposed 'to be the voice of 
the people? 
A!-~, ::..:'.m side, another view 
and a hard colun... .« «.ite. 
work, but would allow the smoker a 
separate place to go and partake of 
tobacco if they choose. 
Mandatory separation of smokers 
and non-smokers would take place 
in all restaurants. 
There would be smoke free hospi- 
tal rooms. A patient could request 
to be in a room where smoking is 
permittd and if his doctor did not 
object, he would be put in one. 
The bill would not hinder the 
tobacco industry with any new taxes 
or labeling procedures. 
The bill would save tax payers 
money.      ■•*»»>»» 
The California bill would be a 
blessing for all of the non-smokers 
(or breathers of clean air, as they are 
called in the California bill). 
In the past it has been the 
majority non-smoker who has had 
to put up with the irritation of the 
smoker in public places. 
People's right to breath clean air 
has been hindrcd long enough. Let 
the majority rule. 
The smoker will surely throw up 
his arms and claim his rights are 
bring infringed upon, but has he 
thought of the rights of the non- 
smoker to breath? 
Whose rights should supersede 
whose? We live in a country where 
majority rules and the majority of 
people do not smoke any kind of 
tobacco product. Yet for years it has 
been this minority who has suffered 
in smoke-filled rooms. 
If California votes in favor of 
Proposition 5 other states will surely 
follow. 
Except for the inconvenience 
which the smoker will have to 
overcome, the tobacco industry will 
go on as normal. 
No revenue will be lost, unless 
people think the inconvenience is 
too great to be bothered with, but 
these will not make up a large 
number of smokers. 
Also, if this type of legislation is 
passed, it will be the kind Kentucky 
politicians can. live with without 
having «o answer to the tobacco 
industry. 
Editors' mailbag 
'Close-Up' 
comment 
Kditor: 
I read with interest two different 
sections of the Proem* last week. One 
was the "letters to the editor" section 
and the seeming furor over Larry 
Bernard and the other was the article on 
"Close-Up", the weekly video magazine 
show produced over the campus cable. 
There is a definite link between the 
lype of journalism some of Mr. Ber- 
nard's detractors are complaining 
about and the need for Ms. Schoen to 
compare a new and innovative student 
production  to network programming. 
To coin a phrase "come off it". To 
open your article Ms Schoen with 
•Stephen Spielberg - Jeff Cole is not " 
is setting the reader up to look down on 
the production. (Parenthetically, 
Spielberg is a filmmaker: Hose-Up is a 
video program.) 
Then for the next paragraph to 
parallel Close Up and "60 Minutes" puts 
the show down even more. 
No comment on the "clever" use of 
"not - ready - for - prime - time - 
players" pun. I realize that from then on 
the article was fairly positive but the 
damage had already been done. 
The article also evidenced frequently 
a lack of knowledge of what was being 
written about. 
But. then maybe it just follows the old 
saw that print journalists often don't 
understand their electronic coun- 
terparts. 
Janet R Kenney 
Programming Coordinator, WEKU-FM 
Instructor of Broadcasting 
Ignorance of 
medium 
Kditor: 
Thank you for the article on "Close- 
Up"., although the only item correctly 
reported was my name. Unfortunately 
the old saying. "I don't care what you 
print as long as the name is spelled 
right." doesn't apply here. 
To compare a student production with 
limited facilities, inexperience although 
talented people and a zero budget to the 
multi-million dollar sophistication of 
network television just shows bad 
journalism and ignorance of the 
medium 
Maybe I should compare the Progress 
with the Washington Post and Ms 
Schoen to Shana Alexander and watch 
the scales topple over 
Apparently Ms. Schoen. as well as 
most of the public, is so suffocated by 
Tiarcial network television th-'  '  i 
fails to. realize what the medium and 
"Close-Up" realiy ire: 
Just a few of the relative things that 
whizzed by the reporter's prime time 
eyes are: 
"Close-Up" is a magazine feature 
show that focuses on students and also 
gives people experience in live 
television, news gathering and portable 
remote video. 
- The program is taped and played 
hack on the campus cable system 
Thursday at 4 30 p.m and 7 p.m. and 
Friday at 4: SO p.m and 7 p.m. as well as 
being broadcast live on Wednesday 
nights. 
The Wednesday night "student 
hlock" is time given by the Division of 
Television and Radio to students for 
student, not University, productions. 
Anyone is welcome to participate, not 
just communication majors. 
- Finally the lack of experience does 
not mean lack of talent, as she described 
the student crew, although she seems to 
he lacking in hoth. 
It is a shame that Eastern broad- 
casting and journalism majors share 
the responsibility of informing the 
public as well as the same floor of the 
Wallace Building, yet know little about 
each other's medium. 
Jeff Cole 
Close-up Producer 
Clay Hall 
clarified 
* 
Fditor: 
I would like to respond to the com- 
ments made by Rich Bowlin about Clay 
Hall in the front page article "Spooks of 
Keen Johnson" in last week's Progress. 
I feel his comments about the dorm 
and our activities director were in bad 
taste. 
Mr. Bowlin insinuated that Clay Hall 
does not want the "monster bash" to be 
successful because we are not par- 
ticipating. 
I assure you that Clay Hall wishes 
success to the program and its worthy 
cause. 
Apparently Mr. Bowlin has taken our 
declination personally. 
Perhaps he should because it is 
through his gross misinformation that 
Clay Hall chose not to participate. 
First of all let me state that it was not 
our intention to so disrupt and upset Mr. 
Bnwlin's elaborately disorganized 
plans. 
I would like to clarify the reasons why 
Clay Hall is not participating. 
The primary reason is that the initial 
price df $10.50 was hot explained. 
We were given the impression that it 
was an entry fee for a booth at the party 
and thStt some portion of this fee would 
contribute to" the - vast amount of 
publicity intended.to be given. 
^adjbJion, it was' not clearly ex- 
plained whether or not the dorm would 
be reimbursed for the money put out to 
purchase prizes for the booth 
Because we operate with  a  limited 
budget, (lay Hall's House Council opted 
not   to   spend   money   for   an   unclear 
purpose 
In closing.  I suggest to Mr   Bowlin 
ihai   in   the  future  he  refrain   from 
degrading others until he gets his own 
;iel together 
Re Clark 
Cold facts 
Kditor ■ 
IJISI week I wrote my annual column 
about the protective and supportive 
values of vaporizers (humidifiers - or 
what have you! i in respiratory in 
feet ions. 
Ten column lines from the start I 
pointed out that there is NO cure for the 
common cold 
Now heaven knows I don't want to 
preview your copy - but I do want to tell 
you thai your column head was 
"Vaporizers, cure for the common 
cold " 
Below that heading is a picture of me 
'I'm much prettier than that!) and a 
substantial printout of my name. 
This could lead to a quick visual 
reading to the affect that Doctor Zilch 
claims that vaporizers cure colds 
PI .KASK coordinate my copy with 
your heads THKRK IS NO CURE I 
don't want lo he the local Dr. Zilch 
Thanks, and love to you all. 
Coles W Raymond. M.D 
Director of Student Health Services 
MarkTaraer. 
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Move over Ma Bell 
Dr. Robert Grise likes a hobby with a ring to it 
By BKTII SCHOF.N 
Features Kriitor 
Rack in 1917. deep in the hollows of Quail; Ky in Rnckcastle County, where 
• onversin' over a switchboard had 
l>efore l>een unheard of. the town's first 
20-line switchboard was installed. It still 
operates today-hut not in Quail. 
It stands, all shiny and new looking in 
the basement of Dr. Robert Grise. in 
Richmond, connected to some of the two 
dozen telephones he's collected for the 
past 20 years that are bolted to the wall 
just above the switchboard. 
Kut. being the purist that Grise is. 
none of his old telephones work on a 
modern system They're restored to 
their original state then hooked up to the 
switchboard where Grise. an education 
and history professor at the University, 
can spend free time playing in his 
ha semen!. 
Grise. who now has his own telephone 
company in Western Kentucky that 
serves a church camp, began collecting 
Craham Bell products from friends, flea 
markets and other collectors in his late 
leeas after becoming fascinated with 
some old phones his relatives owned on 
their farms. 
The fiO-year old switchboard he 
continues to tinker with had been out of 
commission in Rnckcastle since the 30's 
and abandoned to become rusty and 
grizzled with years of dust, until he 
discovered it through a friend. 
After buying it. Grise spent three 
sears restoring his new toy. taking all 
I he parts out. and carefully cleaning and 
refimshing it. leaving behind only 
stories of the old days in Quail that he 
bad heard about . . . 
Like the little lady that ran the switch- 
hoard hack then, who would eavesdrop 
whenever she got bored. 
Or the moonshiners living deep in the 
hollow, who used the same telephone 
line to coordinate deliveries or sugar, 
corn and jars, for the makin's of that 
illicit whiskey 
Capturing the mood of those days, 
when the switchboard had 100 or so 
customers and when names were called 
instead of numbers. Grise took the seat 
in front of the hoard' and played with 
chords and the flapping shutters. 
Mis mouth was close to the swinging 
adjustable receiver and like Lily 
Tomlin. the snorting, nasal switchboard 
operator of "Laugh-In" would have 
done when callers "rang." Grise 
plugged chords into the "board" 
causing a harmony of brass and iron 
rings that chimed from the variety of 
phones on the wall. 
Most of his phones were made from 
nnk. but he has one or two made 
from mahogany. 
Most were originally manufactured 
by Kellogg, hut he has various relics by 
Western Klcctric (that made telephones 
for the Bell Companies). Stromberg- 
Carlson. Fair Telephone Co who touted 
their long-line services with a "They 
ring Far. they talk far" slogan, and one 
model by the .lames Clark Co. in 
IxHJisville 
He has samples of the earliest models, 
the "three-box" phones and on up the 
line to the ••hand-dial" that originated in 
the 1890's but didn't become popular 
until the 10's (and hadn't hit Richmond 
until the fiO's). 
"Two-box   phones   came   after   the 
Medicine moves on 
The perfect scientific mind can 
always control its excitement - 
theoretically! It plays icy cold chess 
with the truth, testing it, playing 
"Devils Advocate". 
I come to tell you that there was a 
time before sufa drugs and antibio- 
tics, when people with bladder 
infections peed fire forever and 
pneumonia carried a death rate of 
one in three. 
These ideas are preposterous to- 
day, so quickly do we assume 
moon-walking and scientific break- 
throughs. 
Let me tell you that I am deeply 
excited in several ways about cancer 
research. Remember, you young 
characters get less cancer than we 
do. But yours is faster, quicker and 
more painful and deadly when you 
do get it. 
Dr. John S. Stehlin, Jr. talks 
about THYMIDINE. He says, "I'm 
more excited than I have ever been 
in my professional career." 
Thymidine is a natural human 
substance which has no TOXICITY. 
This brings it into a catch-22 
situation with the dear old Feds who 
have regulations that a toxicity level 
must be established before human 
research can begin. So with aa 
utterly non-toxic entity, all research 
is federally forbidden. Ho Hum. 
Well, Dr. Stehlin's partner lay in 
a hospital bed and let them run 
quantities of the stuff into his vein. 
He didn't turn a hair. No side 
effects. This may have forced the 
Feds to act decently. 
The figure I get from a journal is 
that the Feds are alloting $917 
million bucks to these studies. Well, 
nobody is ALL bad! 
Equally amazing, to close a long 
column, is that Brown University 
Medical Center has found a sub- 
stance (in tissue cultures only) will 
force cancer cells to revert back to 
normal cells. - 
The first Tuesday after the first 
Monday in November is tradi- 
tionally none other than Election 
Day. The President is elected every 
four years on this day. Senators are 
elected every four years and repre- 
sentatives are elected every two 
years. 
Just in case you're wondering, 
this is not a Presidential election 
year. We're stuck with Jimmy for 
two more years. But that's another 
column all by itself. 
This November, Kentuckians will 
be voting for one Senate seat and 
seven House seats. The Senate seat 
is presently held by Sen. Walter 
"Dee" -Huddkston, a Democrat. - 
The seven House seats are held by 
five Democrats and two Republi- 
cans.. 
Although. -*» publican   lawyer^ 
Louie Guenther is providing Hud 
dles.ton with some investing com- 
petition, he is not cqtMttf&i to be a 
-rXv  Jhttender^Plenther   has. 
been resorting to the ole' fighting-a- 
fr 
losing-battle type of politicking by 
basing his campaign on   Huddle 
ston's faults. 
Huddleston has predictably been 
using his achievements (?) in office 
to campaign by and has simply 
ignored the accusations that Guen- 
ther makes daily. According to the 
Courier Joarnal, Guenther has 
spent $65.164 while Huddleston has 
spent $330,331. 
Statewide, the campaigns have 
been rather boring with the excep- 
tion of the sixth district. In the sixth 
district, Democrat Tom Easterly 
beat out John Breckinridge, the 
incumbent, in the May primary. 
Now he is in the process of running 
a tough race with the Republican 
candidate, Larry Hopkins. * 
In the first.district, Caroll Hub- 
bard is a sure winner. I believe it has 
something to do with the fact that he 
is unopposed. What luck. 
The second di»f rice is just as livelv 
as the first. ^.noWtt William' H~. 
Natcher is also running unopposed. 
three-box." said Grise. "then the single, 
then the candle-stick or the upright 
desk-stand telephones that appeared in 
the late ttwo's and the hand-set 
telephones like Colonel Klink's in 
"NORM'S Heroes" that was developed 
in the late 1920's." 
And along with all the old phones he's 
picked up. he has other telephone 
equipment hanging around that make 
his collection complete-like all different 
sizes and shapes of glass insulators that 
protected open-line wiring before cable 
wiring was born, old telephone poles and 
cross arms that held the insulators, rolls 
of wire, a 1905 carbon-filament light 
bulb having 16 candle power (didn't 
measure by watts) that hangs from the 
ceiling, telephone hooks that date back 
in the late 1800's and a framed cer- 
tificate of membership to the In- 
ternational Association of Antique 
Telephone Collectors. 
The Association meets twice a year 
where members from all over the 
country and Canada bring unusual 
telephones and trade if they chose to. 
The facts and information he's picked 
up along the way will be compiled in a 
book he hopes to write some day. 
in the meantime, he'll be busy doing 
educational research, writing a Wed- 
nesday weekly column on "Madison's 
Heritage" in the Richmond Register 
that he and Dr. Fred Engle have been 
composing for nine years, painting 
pictures on occasion and sneaking to the 
liasement whenever passible. 
When relatives visit. Grise says he 
chats for awhile, but usually slips away 
with his little niece downstairs to the 
hollow of his home, where they both play 
for hours. 
Is this the party to whom I am speaking? Dr. Robert Grise 
works with an antique switchboard which he has restored. 
Grise has collected some 
years. 
(photo by 
two dozen phones 
Doug r rucnianlcm')' 
over the past 20"' 
Pat Carr puts her plans in high gear 
By BF.TH SCHOEN 
Features Editor 
Not only does 28 year-old Pat Can- 
know what she's doing from day-to-day. 
week-to-week, she can tell you what 
she'll he doing ten years from now. 
"I'll be editor of a daily newspaper." 
she quickly informed an audience of 
communications students towards the 
end of her hour-long talk on 
"newspapering" last Thursday evening 
in the Jaggers room of the Powell 
Ruilding. 
I .ess than ten years ago, Carr was the 
managing editor for the Progress. 
Today she's editor for the McClean 
County News, a weekly newspaper 
rated second in the state with a cir- 
culation of 3.250. and in leas than ten 
years from now. she WILL be the editor 
of one oft!        ,u.ilies in the state. 
She won't worry about that quite yet. 
however. She's content where she is 
now. "chasing ambulances and wading 
through pig pens" if that's what it takes 
to cover stories in McClean County 
"There's nothing glamorous about 
reporting." said the wide-eyed jour- 
nalist, as she assured her listeners that 
as editor, she has more important things 
to fret over than mud stains on her 
clothing. 
Like "negotiating contracts with 
house accounts, promoting special 
activities, doing all the business work" 
and managing the whole darn thing. . . 
. . .Except for laying out and com- 
pleting ads. bookkeeping, typesetting, 
and reporting some of the major stories, 
all of which are done by four women 
employees. Carr admits she couldn't do 
without. 
"Newspapering is team work, inside 
and out." said Carr. "and you can't 
operate without cooperation in all 
departments." 
One of her teammates is a 
professional journalist that joined the 
paper, said Carr. "so she could have a 
say about what she was reporting, an 
opportunity she didn't have on a daily 
newspaper." 
And despite Carr's eventual plans as 
editor for a daily, she agrees that there 
«re mnr» advantages «U this poiat in her ■career working on a weekly.     .  p 
"There is a greater percentage of 
profit from a community newspaper 
man with a daily." said Carr. 
"The larger you are." she continued, 
"the less profit you can return. 
"A good weekly that is managed well 
and one that isn't in a bad market can 
average a 20 percent profit. 
"A good small daily," Carr estimated, 
"can average anywhere from 10-12 
percent." 
But even beyond the extra money 
involved, Carr says there are more 
opportunities too for journalism 
graduates with community newspapers 
than with dailies. 
There are more than 150 community 
newspapers, (weeklies, bi-weeklies and 
I ri-week lies), as opposed to 28 dailies, 
only five of which Carr considers 
"metropolitan"   papers,   like   the 
Louisville Courier-Journal and the 
Lexington HeraM-I.eader. 
So whether students like it or not. 
that's where the main market win be in 
"newspapering," a fate for journalists 
Carr is very much in favor of. 
"Working on a weekly is a lot more 
challenging." said the newspaper 
veteran who's seen both sides of the 
coin, having also worked on a dairy 
■ 
herself with the Henderson Gleaner. 
"It's a lot more in depth - you learn 
about the newspaper business in all of 
its functions." 
Sad part about it. says Carr. is that 
".l-schools" aren't preparing students 
for the community press, a field that 
could be "exciting and satisfying." 
Journalism schools "tell you about tht 
public service." said Carr, "but they 
don't tell you that it is a business. 
"You lose touch with the people.''' 
warned Carr. "and you lose circulation! 
Lose circulation and you'll lose ad- 
vertising I .use that and you don't have a 
job." 
First Tuesday 
after first Monday 
is 
THE day 
In the third district there are four 
candidates seeking the same office. 
The incumbent, U.S. Representative 
Romano Mazzoli, is a sure favorite 
over the Republican candidate Nor- 
bert Leveronne, the Socialist Work- 
er's Party candidate James Bur 
feind, and the Independent candi- 
date Tom Beckham. 
The Republican's dominate both 
the fourth and fifth districts. In- 
cumbents U.S. Rep. Gene Snyder 
and Tim Lee Carter have the edge 
over their Democratic opponents 
George Clarke Martin and Jesse M. 
Ramey respectively. 
In the seventh district. Democra- 
tic incumbent Carl Perkins is ap- 
parently not too worried about his 
opponent Republican GranviUe 
Thomas. Perkins hasn't raised any". 
campaign funds and has only spent 
$659.    ' 
Although votings theoretically a 
privilege,   a   wa^Bki* show   '. •* 
'patriotic we are gt concerned citi- ' 
zens, most people considar it to be a 
■ 
pain in the butt. (I'm sure some 
people will be offended by my use of 
such strong and profane language, 
but it was out of respect for you that 
I used that word instead of another 
one). 
According to recent statistics that 
I read in U.S. News and World 
Reports, there are 1SS.S million 
people who will be old enough to 
vote Tuesday. It is predicted that an 
all time low of voters will actually 
show up at the polls. Our age group 
is the worst at exercising this 
privilege, and 18.5 per cent of this 
155.5 million are 25 or under. 
With that raany of us constitu- 
tionally able tfyvote, we could rule 
the country - almost. We could at 
jeast have a strong impact on what 
goes .on in government. But it's 
easier to just torget about voting 
and sit around in your favorite bar 
with your best drinking buddW ••»«' 
•plain --.cut srity '-]■» Mfca 
'having to be 21 to drink (legally of 
course). 
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The weekend 
was 
for winners 
HytilNNY EAGER 
Organizations Editor 
"The envelope please, and the winner 
is 
This past weekend that could have 
been, "and the winners are " because 
there were a lot of winners over the 
Homecoming weekend. 
Along with returning graduates 
Homecoming brought lots of contests 
During the parade, floats were judged 
on originality and beauty. The queen 
candidates were also judged and the 
winner picked at pre-games festivities. 
The dorms were all dressed up in 
hopes of winning a prize for originality 
or beauty also and of course the game 
itself was a very important contest. 
The float entitled. "'Erase the 
Racers" won the most original float It 
was made by the agriculture depart- 
ment and the FTD club. 
The most beautiful float was "Gone 
with the Money " Chi Omega and Beta 
Thela Pi built this along with some 
support from local banks. 
Rurnam Hall look the most original 
dorm decoration with "The Jungle 
Rook." Clay Hall came in second with 
"Revenge of the Pink Panther." 
In the beauty category there was a tie 
for first place: Telford presented the 
movie premiere of Murray's defeat and 
Sullivan had "Willie Wonka and the 
Chocolate Factory." 
Martha Taglaeur was crowned this 
year's queen as Jenny Henson stepped 
down from the throne. 
And of course the most important of 
all. the Colonels beat the Murray Racers 
24 to 2.1. 
There were a lot of winners this past 
weekend and now all the decorations 
have been put away until next year. 
(photo by JAMES KELLEV) 
Juanita (Boots) Whitaker Adams, a returning member of the alumni band. 
', demonstrates proficiency at baton twirling. 
■ pnoto oy 5TCVE BROWN) 
The timid smile of a captivated boy reveals his enjoyment and fascination 
with the Homecoming parade.  
(ptioto by SCOTT ADAMS) 
Tim From never, junior from Cold Springs, receives a round of applause from 
enthusiastic football fans before the Homecoming game. 
OUT Fall Luncheon Menu 
Features:        Soup & Sandwich 
Da* $ 1.95 
isssp 
East Main Downtown Richmond 
GOOD ANYTIME 
SWEETHEART COUPON 
)D ANYTIME 
SWEETHEART COUPON 
DINNER FOR TWO SPECIAL 
2-W lb. TOP SIRLOIN STEAKS 
2 BIG NEW BAKED POTATOES 
.   < with lots of butler) 
2 BIG SLICES OF TEXAS TOAST 
2 SALAD BOWLS FOR OUR 38 ITEM 
CU      ALL YOU CAN EAT SALAD BAR 
* ^<*  2 BIG I lb. SOFT DRINKS 
L
 9V        (REFILLS FREE) ,<j*" 
• ■■•»  \>m , 
■ •■'■■•'Mil 
*5"^ 
' TAX  .p^ " 
o$~.^fl 
The Homecoming parade brought 
i Wolfe. a«ociate director of the a 
to many people's faces including 
affairs. 
(Photo bv JAMES KELLEV) 
The Homecoming disco dance held Friday night in the Keen Johnson Building 
drew nearly 500 students, dancing to the theme of Movie Magic. 
6242424 
Archie's is looking for competent 
persons with auto for pizza delivery. 
Apply in person 
Friday 2:00 p.m. - 4:00 p.m. 
263 E. Main St. 624-2424 
L 
UNIVERSITY FILM SERIES 
Tha UojUaiatty Tftm Serir a aaovioa are oreeaated is Pearl ■-r'-e^fr 
Tkaartre, Ummm libnioa Baildiai, ma Bights per weak at the listed ti»e 
Plaa— watch ichrdaJi for atartfoa Haw. Adiaiaaina is $ 1 OO aad limited to 
EKU r ■■ley. For ■■■Itliaal iaforamatioa call Stadmt Activities - 
, . .  . . f*HW 
W«d., Tlnm., Fri 
Nev. 1, 2, 3 
7:00 ft 900 
m 
A story of envy, hatred, 
friendship, triumph, and love. 
Tattling the one yon love... 
is limling wnrsell. 
HEROE? 
Mo-., Taca. 
*•»,«. .7     « ft****?     ~     ' 
■. * - - ..   Z* ■ .  «T SALLY 
WtNKLER   FIELD 
ONE 
ONE 
I IK  Men v n| 
Sat., Sn. 
Nov. 4, 5 
8:00 ft 10:00 
"MEL BROOKS- 
COMIC MASTERPIECE" 
WUHG 
Wed., Thurs. 
r.'ov. 8. 9 
7:00 ft 9:00' 
Buccaneer 
Drive - In Theatre 
t***** Tee 
Barbod Wire 
_  Polls.. • 
Self Service 
School Girls 
ADULTS ONLY 
<      NOW SHOWING 
; THRU SUNDAY 
Located on US 25 North 
d 
rCampus Cinemas l*2i 
623-0588        6i6 Eaaitn By Pa»t      University Shopping Center 
FAYE DUNAWAY      TOMMY LE E JONES 
No on* odminod one* Ma Mm bogkw. 
Trvt ••m mt> OO KOi <© 
A comma, km Unhang! ham. 
Loot Day] 
.730 9:30. 
1 
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Hard as nails 
A karate demonstration given by the Tae Kwon Do Club 
was held Tuesday at the Powell Building as part of the club 
(pnoto by SCOTT ADAMS) 
sports festival being held this week. The week will conclude 
with a 10.000 meter run at Arlington Golf Course on Saturday. 
©aiifcrf Tirlh cr 
TltthdrceotLih 
fill coc count to hnoco 
isuhy the Hingis trying 
to kill >JS" 
A clamato? $1,000 for your thoughts 
'Problems,problems. You think 
I you've got problems? You know 
[a>rio sneaked into  my tree. 
[la^t night ? - ■ - nobody I 
I'm really Sorry about 
I that, but cou Id you 
[answer our Question? 
&\ 
Keel creative? 
Well, you can earn $1,000 for a good 
imaginative idea according to Raymond 
M. Anrig. President of the Duffy-Mott 
( ompany Mr Anrig will pay that much 
< plus second and third prize awards of 
Mno and $2501 to the college student who 
comes up with the winning answer to 
What is a Clamato'' 
Where is it found? Does it grow"' Who 
invented if Do you eat it. drink it. 
pickle if Where do you buy it? In a 
hardware store, a supermarket, an 
ipothecary shop' Is it sexy? 
This unusual research challenge has 
been hurled at America's college 
population -- to find the most intriguing 
and humorous definition of a Clamato. 
whatever it is. 
A panel of famous judges will select 
the winners, according to Mr. Anrig. 
who said the competition will be ex- 
tended until December 15. 1978. 
The contest is open to any current full- 
lime college student in the United 
States 
The answer to "What is a Clamato-'" 
can he submitted in the form of an ar- 
•SnUcrtec 
China Silver 
Crystal Pewter 
Jewelry Misc. Gifts 
Bridal Registry 
Engraving Done la Stara 
Oaa Day Sarviea 
142 N. 2nd       623-9676 
Village 
Florist 
Flowers^ 
& 
Candy 
quite a pair 
quite naturally 
623-0340 S. 3rd 
COMB'S 
WHEEL & AXLE 
SERVICE   . 
Full Service Garage 
^ Brakes 
s Tune Up 
^Radiator 
^ Wheel Alignment 
220 W. Irvine - 623-2340 
tide, short story, fable, a painting, 
cartoon, jungle, photograph, sculpture, 
or any other means a student may 
employ. Contestants may enter as many 
times as they wish and no proof or 
purchase is necessary. 
All entries should be sent to: What is a 
< lamalo Contest. I7th Floor. 1212 
Avenue of the Americas. New York. 
New York 10036 
Kntries and ideas cannot be returned 
and will become the property of the 
Duffy-Mott Company. Decisions of the 
judges will he final 
* mnm 
Oh boujdo 
have  )■"' 
Very well, the OH 
prime minister holds 
the princess uithin 
his de\rk tou)er and has 
tke king thinking ijou 
t htr*. 
•But why us? kU 
&GdU5e the evil one. is 
allerg.'cto your cigar 
smoke and so he coan\s\ 
to snuf f upu out. 
Oh this makes me ve* u, anyen 
The fementj are going toh'it 
the toirdmlll1. Onward to 
|the dark tower Stars.' 
or.r 
Vnre. you ... ah-.- sure- &~.VOeiid*st I have, 
[about going t/)..fh..tner»?| a Secretutapcri 
Bobby Jack's Style Shop 
1507 East Main 
MONEY 
TO LOAN 
On Anything Of Value 
JIM'S 
PAWN SHOP 
{Buy-Sell -Trade- Pawn 
■Bus Station 
S. third 
Richmond, Ky. 
AtUt "Wtatkvc-% *w ameti 
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FOOTBALL CONTEST 
1st Place    $25 Gift Certificate 
2nd Place  $6 Gift Certificate from Dougs Men's Wear 
and $6 Worth of Groceries from A&P 
3rd Place    $10 Gift Certificate from Britts 
4th Place$6 Gift Certificate from Winnecke's-..jljl, 
5th Place Five Dollars 
Thompson's IGA 
Shoppers Village By-Pass 
I ) Maryland VS Penn tt ( > 
KIRK'SS^S 
• ■ -. 
WATCH REPAIR 
JEWELRY REPAIR ( ) 
Nf XI      IO   IG A 
ENGRAVING DONE IN STORE 
VS Nebraek. ( ) 623 3050 
Bamboo Garden it 
Dmfy Mon.fri. '1 88 
SHOPPERS VILLAGE ( ICelilorm. VS Arizona St ( NEXT TO BIG K 
Let 
'*{'> 
4hrt       toPizza 
623-2264 11 Twue A8.M VS SMU ( I By-Pass 
Saug'H fHenmuear Ho. 2 
Lower Level of the University Shopping Center... 
0QLTJLOL CLUB   For The Most 
Fashionable Clothing Around 
' * Colorado VS Oklahoma I I 
CS3» Ht, "no 
UNIVERSITY SHOPPING CENTER 
-*r- 
( I Auburn VS Florida ( I 
FURNITURE CENTER 
Complete line of quality furniture priced 
25% - 40% below retail 
\        DOWNTOWN-RICHMOND-623 J163 
(I WiMpii VS loan 11' , 
fiRCHH.€S 
MtRNmsl   «*Z .#4 
We deliver fast and free- \ 
(»OMo St VS fcfcicondn  II 
Last Week's Winners 
1st Randy Collins '•">W'on,..,„by,7 
2nd T. A. Wamsley ,""««*™b»6 
3rd Lois Marionneaux iwrofiMb-M 
4th Jamie Harris ,«ron,..,n,byu 
5th-Michael Poppan iw™,»m,Wn 
Contest Rules 
1. To enter the contest, contestants may either use this page or an identical 
contest page obtained at no charge, at the Eastern Progress office 4th floor 
Jones Building. 
2 Entries must be postmarked no later than 5:00 p.m. each Friday or delivered 
lo the Progress office 4th floor Jones Building. All entries mailed must be 
mailed to Eastern Progress 4th Floor Jones Building. Eastern Kentucky 
University. Richmond. Ky   40475 
3 Winners will be notified by telephone Winners names will be published each 
week. 
4 Name, address and telephone number must be on each entry Mail entire 
contest page. 
5. The decision of the judges each week will be final. 
6. Pick the winner and estimate score of the tie-breaker game. It could mean 
your winning or losing. 
TIEBREAKER 
EASTERN 
Wins by  
Loses By. 
Points Against 
Tenn. Tech 
Name. 
I 
Add.. 
Phone. 
B & H Shoes 
<(■ .'' 
'The Family Shoe Store1 
UNIVERSITY SHOPPING CENTER 623-6400 
I I Akron VS Tamoaa ( I 
Taylor 
Sporting Goods 
COLONEL CLUB MEMBER 
WE HAVE SHIRTS & JACKETS 
FOR SORORITIES & FRATERNITIES 
623-9517 I I MorahHd VS East Tann ( ) EASTERN BY-PASS 
CURRIER'S 
MUSIC WORLD 
623-6010 
ALBUMS 
INSTRUMENT REPAIR 
GUITARS 
SHEET MUSIC 
Open Every Mite Til 9 University Shopping Canter 
t I Georgia VS Va. Military ( I 
Your 
One 
Stop 3dtt6 
UnlvBrsity Shopping Center 
i I rVeetern Ky VS Middle Tenn ( ) 
Has it 
( ) Notre Dame VS Navy I ) 
III  I I IM   I I S| 
>«Wk:a5fc*Txtedrive-in 
EKU STUDENT DJS&OUNT 
10%T>FF V 
OUR WAY OF iMYING WELCOME BACK 
^ Oiler Good Thur Noj^J ■      , 
'••tew your J.O. '"'  ♦* 
Family Shoe Center 
( I Murray VS Auftin Peay ( I 
University Shopping Canter •2*0667 
The Camera Shop 
We're Equipped To Meet All 
Your Photographic Needs 
( I Purdue VS Mortheweetom ( I 
to CjQ\ ** Behind Jerry's Eastern By-Pass 
623-5058 I I Indiana VS Minneeota I I 
II.nr l| 
Queen 
brazier 
£    SO**! ■  EASTERN BY   PASS 
I I LoakwMa VS Wichita St I I 
•f 
<$&■*   Andy's 
fci@ pizza Place 
We deliver to campus any order over $2.00 
EASTERN BYPASS        ,, v.n«WM, vs M^npha,,, 
Fast Free Delivery 
623-7724 
11 a.m.-1 a.m. Sun. - Thurs. 
11 a.m.-2 a.m. Fri. - Sat. 
I I Tenneeeee VS Duke ( I 
SUB CENTER 
Serving outrageous sandwiches 
Free 
Delivery ( I LSU VS Ole Miea I I 624-2435 
Richmond's Radio .fliaek 
Complete line of albums and 8 tracks.' 
« University Shopping Center 
<) Kentucky VSVa Tech I I 
Open 10 a.m. ■ 9 pjn. 
Ctft <*»«** cato, MEMBER 
BOUTIQUE 
"Only The Look is Expensive" 
LOWi* katVU. 
•UNIVERSITY SHOPPING CEWTER I  
( I Alabama VS Max St ( I 
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Colonels ranked ninth 
Parrish outraces 
Racers and Colonels win 24 - 21 
Sports 
Jerry Parrish is shown completing his record setting 99 yard kickoff return 
during the Murray game Parrish set the Eastern record for longest kickoff 
return ever. Parrish now ranks first nationally in kick returns with a 29.4 
average  He is still a freshman 
llv < IIKISRI SHKKKV 
Staff Writer 
Lightning struck Manger field last 
Saturday in the form of Jerry Parrish 
Sparked hy his 202 yards in kickoff 
returns, one that went 99 yards for a 
touchdown, the Colonels rallied for a 24- 
21 Homecoming victory over Murray 
State and kept alive their hopes for the 
OVC title 
Parrish. a freshman from Auburn- 
dale. Florida, brought the crowd to its 
leet with a brilliant scamper down the 
sidelines and used his blistering 4.35 
speed in the forty to nutrace everyone to 
the end /one 
"I'm just a freshman." said Parrish. 
"so I gotta go out and show I can play. I 
try to make something happen 
cverytimc I go out on the field." 
Colonel boss Hoy Kidd expressed 
praise for his speedster "We've worked 
on kickoffs all year, we knew we could 
break one Parrish really turned it on 
out there today, he's super fast " 
For the afternoon, the Colonels and 
the Racer* combined for 673 total yards 
but Murray clearly had the better of the 
day. piling up 419 yards on the usually 
lough Kastern defense 
"Murray has a great offensive team." 
••aid Kidd "We have great respect for 
them, but it seems that we were a little 
scared out there, scared we would lose " 
Lady volley bailers split in Tennessee 
KvKORSAM.KRS 
Stan Writer 
Kastern's women's volleyball team 
spin a triangular decision at the 
I 'diversity of Tennessee Monday night 
l>ri>mpting concern from coach Geri 
I'filvino 
• ■ I am concerned We expected to beat 
l T this time." said Polvino. 
After heating Tennessee Chat 
tanooga 15-9. the Lady Colonels lost to 
the host team 15-10. 5-15. 6-IS." 
In both losses to the Volunteers the 
netters experienced short defensive 
lapses which all but put them away 
early "In the second game UT ran off 
their second through seventh points and 
ihen returned to get another run of five 
later in the game." said Polvino. 
The third game was the same story as 
IT ran off six straight points in one 
series ."We had some problems with our 
Intramural highlights 
The Intramural flag football season is 
ilrnwing to a close despiteihe warming 
ij-mperatures which tHylvtf it seem 
•pore like softhall season 
The women's finals will feature the 
IU.mhers and the Whiz kids. The 
Knmhers heal the Killers this past week 
to earn their berth while the Whiz Kids 
■Mealed <he Dead End Kids for their 
shot at the title 
The fraternity champion is BTP hy 
virtue of their defeat of PKA. 
. The Golden Rears, who dominated the 
housing league all season, are now the 
i hanipions as they defeated Keene's 
Kings to earn the honor. 
In the independent division PIT 
defeated Kip & Snort' and Kenny's 
Hooters heat S & II PTT"5hd Kenny's 
Hooters will now square off for the 
championship. 
The coed volleyball deadline is 
Friday. November 3. Anyone interested 
should sign up in the intramural office. 
The archery deadline is Friday. Nov. 
in. 
The intramural department's 10.000 
meter run will be Saturday. November 
4 The run will start at 10 a.m. Par- 
ticipants should report between 8:30 and 
9 30 am 
secondary setting." explained the 
coach. "I believe we lost it there." 
Polvino has reason to he concerned as 
the state tournament is but two weeks 
away and the team is not in the shape 
she would like them to be in. 
"We need to Ret in two good weeks of 
practice and we need most importantly 
to gel everybody healthy." 
Polvino has experienced some in- 
juries lo her key personnel in persons of 
sophomore .lanie Burgess and freshman 
Nancy Sloekle. 
"Janie just came back (Monday) and 
her timing is still off" Polvino said, "hut 
Nancy won't get back at full strength 
until the stale tournament." 
With just one match between now and 
the tournament Polvino hopes to put the 
team hack into a unit. "I'm hoping we 
will come together these next two 
weeks " 
. Heading into the tournament Polvino 
sees no clear favorite, "excluding 
ourselves I'd have to pick Morehead on 
the basis of their physical skills, but 
Northern is a better psychological team. 
Then of course there is that very big 
Kentucky team It should be a very 
interesting state." 
The team's last regular season match 
will be Monday at the University of 
Ixiuisville 
Danny Lee Johnson. Murray's 
fleet-footed tailback had his continuous 
siring of 100 yard games snapped at the 
hands of the Colonels, who limited him 
lo only 79 yards in 29 carries, although 
he did manage lo score two touchdowns. 
Johnson now has 1.040 yards on the 
year 
Eastern's Dale "the General" 
I'atlon. slammed and bammed his way 
lor 119 hard earned yards in 29 carries to 
lead all rushers, and scored two touch- 
downs as well 
"He's done a tremendous job." said 
Kidd "You can't pul him down He was 
really tired out there, the heal was a 
factor, but his second effort on the field 
is iust super " 
For i he second straight week Eastern 
allowed a totally inept passing attack. 
Freshman Chris Isaac started in place 
of Rill Hughes and could only complete 
one of five passes for six yards. Hughes 
entered in the second half and hit on 
only two of four hut one was a clutch 24 
yard pass lo split end David Booze that 
later set up a field goal. 
"I didn't even plan to play Bill today." 
said Kidd, he couldn't even lift his arm 
im Wednesday, but he warmed up after 
ihe half and said he could play, so I sent 
him in " 
With Ihe Racers leading 15-14. fresh- 
man Rodney Byrd. playing for the in- 
jured Joel Scrafton. picked off a Mike 
I lickens pass and zig-zaged upfield for a 
:17 yard return that helped set up a 23 
vard field goal by David Flores. which 
temporarily gave Ihe Colonels a 17-15 
lead 
Murray stormed hack Johnson 
••cored from the one to cap a 15 play. 67 
vard drive that gave the Racers back 
ihe lead at 21-17. hut the Colonels sent 
ihe Homecoming crowd home happy 
when I'atlon burst off the left side, 
appeared slopped, then rebounded into 
ihe end zone lor Ihe winning score with 
only three minutes to play. 
The victory improved the Colonels, 
ranked ninth in me Division l-AA poll, to 
5-2overall and 9-1 in the OVC. one game 
liehind Western Kentucky who is 4-0 
after a J5-7 roul of Morehead 
Stan Mitchell. Eastern's talented 
tailback, raced for 80 yards in only 11 
carries to go over the 2.000 yard mark in 
his collegiate career Mitchell has a 
total lor 2.004 yards for the maroon and 
while. 
RUSHING 
Dale Patton 29-119. Stan Mitchell 11 - 
ao^BiH Hughes 5-7. Chris Isaac 3-11 
PASSING 
Rill Hughes 2   4   0 43. Chris Isaac I - 5 
o li 
RECEIVING 
Pay id  Booze J     49  
A couple of plays really got the wrath 
of Roy Kidd In the second quarter, the 
Colonels had a second and goal at the 
Racer one yard line: hut holding was 
railed and pushed the hall hack tothe 16. 
Two plays later, a Flores field goal went 
wide. 
"That was unbelievable." said Kidd. 
"In all my years of coaching I have 
never seen holding called on the one foot 
line  It just disappoints me to death." 
Also in Ihe second quarter the 
Colonels were twice called for roughing 
ihe kicker during a couple of attempted 
field goals which made the long tries 
into short little chip shots "At half- 
lime." said Kidd. "I asked the referee 
what the heck we were doing to get it 
called on us. I didn't know what was 
going on out there Those calls were a 
nightmare ... that's what they were, a 
nightmare." 
GRID DUST: 
Freshman George Floyd led the 
defense in tackles Saturday with 12. It 
was Floyd's .first start ever in an 
Eastern uniform. For his efforts he 
received an honorable mention as OVC 
defensive player of the week. 
Charles Brunson. who is taking over 
for the injured Joel Scrafton at safety, 
made an amazing interception that 
saved a big gain and possibly a touch- 
down. 
Freshman. Rodney Byrd also had an 
interception and accompanied it with an 
electrifying runback 
SCORING 
MSU Johnson. 1 run 'kick failed): 
FK li - Mil 6 
KKl' Patton.2run<Floreskick); EK 
7- Mil A 
MSU - Dickens. 5 run (run failed): EK 
7     Mil 12 
EKU      Parrish, 99 kickoff return 
'Flores kick). EK 14 - Ml) 12 
MSU - FG Dunaway 26: EK 14 - MU 15 
KKl'   FG Flores23: EK 17-MU 15 
MSU - Johnson. 1 run (run failed: EK 
17 - Ml' 21 
EKU Patton. 5run (Floreskick): EK 
24     MU 21 
1 23 4      T 
Murray Slate     6        »        o g    21 
Eastern Ky 7        7        3 7    24 
Ladies end 
season with 
'best race* 
Rv MONICA KEIFER 
Staff Writer 
In what coach Sandy Martin deemed 
as "'he best race the girls have run all 
year." the women's cross country team 
ended their regular season schedule. 
The harriers were not able to field a 
full learn hut each girl set her own goals 
when she left and everyone was 
satisfied afterwards, according to 
Martin. 
"They all ran gutsy races and 
everyone gave an all out effort." she 
commented. 
Individual efforts for Eastern were: 
sixth- Vickie Renner. 20:00: 13th - Terry 
Spears. 20:54: 21st - Noreen White. 
21:36: and 51st - Colleen Hoppe. 29:00. - 
Murray University won the team title 
with 47 points. University of Kentucky 
was second with 55 points, followed by 
Western Kentucky University with 88 
points. Morehead University with 101 
points, and University of Louisville with 
231 points. 
The team will be at the Region II 
Championships on Saturday. 
Scoreboard 
UPCOMING EVENTS 
Football 
Nov. 4    Tennasaea T«ch • Away - 2:30 pi 
Volleyball 
Nov. 6 - LouiaviHe - Away 
Croaa Country IWomen'e] 
Nov. 4 - Region II Champa - Away 
Field Hockey 
Nov. 3-4 - KWIC Champa - Beree 
Soccar 
Nov. 3 - State Champa - Berea 
TOP TEN FOOTBALL TEAMS 
DIVISION 1AA 
I.Nevada-Reno 8-0-0 
2. Jackaon St. 7-1-0 
3FloodaA&M 610 
4. Massachusetts 6-2-0 
5. South Carolina St. 7-1-1 
6. Montana St. 7-1-0 
7 Weatem Kentucky 6-2-0 
8 Lehlgh 6-2-0 
9 Eastern Kentucky 5-2-0 
10. Northern Arliona 6-2-0 
-^H*»ifeft 
OVC STANDINGS 
Western Ky. 
Eastern Ky. 
Term. Tech 
Austin Peay 
Murray St. 
Middle Tenn. 
Morehead St. 
Conference 
WLT 
400 
310 
210 
220 
130 
130 
140 
Overall 
WLT 
620 
620 
360 
430 
440 
160 
161 
CHECK THE 
CLASSIFIEDS THIS WEEK 
IT'S AN EFFECTIVE AVENUE FOR 
BUYING. SELLING OR TRADING ANYTHING 
Mark Watts 
858 9915 
Argent 
Ptamonb 
(Eompanji 
Diamond Wholesale 
Specializing in 
Wedding Bands 
Earrings 
Engagement Rings 
Pendants 
Carl Ling 
887-1258 
PORTRAITS 
aaa 
WEDDINGS 
£K 
Graduation 
Portraits 
Composites 
JobS, Inatani 
Passport 
FOR THE FINEST IN 
PHOTOGRAPHY 
Jim Cox Studio 
623-3145 
218 Porter Dr. (Behind Jerry's) 
Bonus for first time donors with this ad. 
p plasma alliance 
LEXINCTQjN. KY. 
9A4« n~*~-A Circle     Cardinal Valley 
tm 254-8047 
8 am-9 am Mon.-fri. 
Shopping, On*er * 
8 am-3 pm Sat. 
There ere meny 
ways you can 
wear your French 
Star Jeans. . . 
Here ere e few 
weye 
THE 
BOOT 
JEANS* 
fit French Ster 
FRENCH 
«# 
i 
,.? 
uowniown niuinrorw 
aMaMa^Mieta 
■■ wmmmmmmmm 
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Golden Eagles await Colonel 
prey as Tech injured return 
Bv MATTIIKW IH'RIIAM 
Sun Writrr 
l-isi year the Tennessee Tech offense 
nveraged over 31 points a Rajne. This 
year Ihe (iolden Eagles are averaging 
under 17 points a game and this is one of 
the main reasons for this years 3-5 
record. 
When the Colonels visit Overall Field 
Saturday they can expect a fairly strong 
urnund game out of Tech. Despite not 
having all OVC running back Cecil Fore 
nl full speed, the Eagles have been 
successful running the ball. If Fore 
. doesn't play Tech will depend on half 
* hack Kevin Tinman who averages 4.8 
g yards a carry. 
The receiving game has one name; 
? Craig Rolle. 
C Kolle is a twice AII-OVC flanker who 
jj averages over four catches a game. So 
rj far this season Rolle has 33 receptions 
P for .585 yards and two touchdowns. 
Rolle has it all. good speed and good 
Jackson excels 
hands." said head Colonel coach Roy 
Kidd 
Throwing to Rolle should be quar- 
terback Jimmy Maynord. Regular 
quarterback Milton Jenkins has an 
injured knee and was forced to go under 
ihe knife last week. Last week the 
F-agles were forced to put in their fourth 
string quarterback against Troy St. and 
he suffered six interceptions. Maynord 
is also returning from an injury but 
brings experience back to the position. 
The offensive line is led by big (6-7 
248'pounds) Jack Cunningham at 
tackle. Tech also gets strong guard play 
from Fred Rockymore. 
The Ragles leading scorer is place- 
kicker Wayne Anderson. Anderson has 
scored 34 points and is seven for ten in 
the field goal department. 
The defense is led by defensive back 
Creg Bauer, an all leaguer last year. 
Bauer leads the Eagles in tackles, in- 
terceptions and passes broken up. 
However, the strength of the defense 
is in it's linebackers. Bob Britton and 
Thurman Taylor. Britton is the second 
leading tackier while Taylor had ten 
unassisted tackles against Northern 
Alabama. 
Defensive end. David Hooper is the 
mainstay of the line. Along with the 
other defensive end Ronnie Dyer, they 
give Tech a good pass rush with three 
sacks each. Defensive tackle Barry 
Courtney is tough in the middle. 
Tech has been hit hard by injuries and 
Kidd knows how it hurts. "This year's 
Tech team reminds me a lot of our team 
last year. Many of their players are 
returning to play against us and they'll 
field a solid football team." said Kidd. 
Do not let Tennessee Tech's overall 
record fool you. Head coach Don Wade 
calls this year's schedule the school's 
toughest ever and they're 2-1 at home 
and 2-1 in the OVC so watch out for the 
fireworks Saturday at 1 p.m. (C.S.T.l 
Ken 
Tingley 
Sports Editor 
Netters take 2nd in state 
Bv < K Alt. COMBS 
Staff Writer 
The women's tennis team successfully 
y ended their fall season by finishing in a 
•j second place   tie  in  the  Kentucky 
Women's Intercollegiate Conference 
iKWIO Tennis Championships 
The Lady Colonels tied Western for 
.   second, finishing behind champion 
I'niversity of Kentucky. 
With the top two finishers going to the 
AIAW regionals in May. Eastern's 
second place finish was especially 
important. 
With the Lady Colonels having an 
identical 15-point total to Western, the 
tie was broken by the fact that Eastern 
■ won two individual championships to 
Western's none. Thus. Eastern, along 
with UK. will represent Kentucky in 
May 
Coach Martha Mullins was very 
happy with the results, stating, "this is 
what we've been shooting for." 
The highlight of the championships 
was the outstanding play ofl-ady Colonel 
Mendy Jackson. A stalwart at number 
three for the team all year long. Jackson 
won the KWIC individual title in numoer 
three singles, and teamed with Deanna 
Addis to take the title in number two 
doubles. 
Nancy Elder also performed well for 
Eastern,   finishing   runner-up   in   the 
number five singles position. 
Coach Mullins said. "In light of the 
injuries and other problems. I couldn't 
be happier." She added, "We knew that 
Kentucky was an outstanding team and 
would he difficult to beat, but we figured 
we could overtake the others for second 
and a spot in the regionals " 
Also competing in the KWIC were 
Morehead. Murray State. Northern 
Kentucky, and U of L. 
Now that the fall schedule is over, the 
team will not practice as a unit again for 
a few months. Mullins said. "We'll put 
Ihe girls on individual programs for a 
while, then in the spring we'll prepare 
for our schedule." She added, "our 
spring schedule is not quite concrete 
yet. we're not for sure who exactly we'll 
play." 
Did you ever notice that the 
National Football League has not 
only instituted a 16 game schedule 
but a double wild card playoff berth 
in each conference? 
The new playoff system works 
this way. The three divisional 
winners automatically qualify. The 
two teams with next best records 
also qualify and play each other in 
the first round of the playoffs. The 
winner gets to play one of the 
divisional winners. 
Did you ever notice that Eastern 
Kentucky has three alumni playing 
in the NFL? Elmo Boyd, a 1977 
graduate, is playing wide receiver 
for the San Francisco 49ers. 
Roosevelt Kelley, also a 1977 
graduate, is a defensive end for the 
New York Jets and Waily Cham- 
bers, defensive line, is playing for 
the Tampa Bay Buccaneers. 
Eastern also has an alumnus who 
is a head coach in the NFL, Homer 
Rice of the Bengals. 
Did you ever notice the new 
drawings on the basketball floor in 
the Alumni Coliseum? The two 
Colonels were drawn by Mike 
Hardesty. 
Did you ever notice that the Ohio 
Valley Conference has two teams in 
the top ten in Division 1AA? The 
two teams are of course Eastern and 
Western Kentucky. 
Did you ever notice that the two 
tcaim    Eastern     has     played    in 
non-conference play arc both in the 
top ten in their respective divisions? 
Dayton, who the Colonels beat 
17-16, are ranked second in division 
III while Troy St., who the Colonels 
lost to on opening day 16-10, are 
ranked second in division II. 
Did you ever notice that the 
Marching Maroons no longer 
practice in the Alumni Coliseum 
parking lot? They now take up over 
half the Begley lot. Why couldn't 
the band practice on one of the 
intramural fields and let the students 
use the parking lots for parking. 
Did you ever notice that the 
World Champion New York Yank- 
ees have been involved in 32 of the 
58 World Series' since 1920? This is 
truly the greatest dynasty that sports 
has ever seen. 
Did you ever notice that both the 
professional basketball and hockey 
season have begun? The pro 
football season has also gone past 
the halfway mark. 
Did you ever notice that Eastern 
tennis coach Tom Higgins has 
received Quote of the Week honors 
on the Progress sports pages twice 
this semester? 
Did you ever notice that male 
visitors are being carded by the night 
hostesses when they visit other males 
in their dorms? Why? 
Did you ever notice that every 
dorm has a night hostess? Why are 
these  babysitters  needed?   Do   we 
Did 
you ever 
notice. . . 
really need them in addition to a 
dorm director and an RA on each 
floor? Maybe if all the night 
hosieses were fired and their 
collective salaries were saved for one 
year, the University would then have 
enough money to put on at least one- 
good concert a year. 
Did you ever notice, for those of 
you who attended the Eastern-West- 
ern game, that Western has a huge 
parking garage and not very many 
parking problems? 
Did you ever notice that Eastern's 
basketball team plays such teams as 
Missouri, which made the NCAA 
Midwest Regionals last year. South- 
ern Illinois, Alabama-Birmingham, 
coached by ex-UCLA coach Gene 
Bartow, North Carolina-Charlotte, 
Fresno St., Georgetown, D.C., 
Nevado-Reno and West Virginia. 
This of course is in addition to their 
OVC schedule. 
DIAMOND DUST: 
For the first time this year, Ohio 
Valley Conference fans will have a 
chance to see their favorite OVC 
teams on television. A Lexington 
station has picked up three of the 
broadcasts to OVC games. The 
Eastern-Tennessee Tech game will 
be telecast on Jan. 20, 1979; 
Eastern's freshman speedster. 
Jerry Parrish, set the all-time 
Eastern record for the longest 
kickoff return in Eastern's history 
Saturday. Parrish ran the kickoff 99 
yards for a touchdown, the OVC 
record is 100 yards. 
Parrish also leads the nation, in 
division 1AA, in kickoff returns. He 
has a 29.4 average. 
PIZZA 
10" Single Topping 
SPAGHETTI 
Plain or Meat Sauce 
$1.75 
Andy's 
Pizza Palace 
M0N. thru FRI. 
11 asa til 3 pa 
Eastern By-Pass 
623-5400 
... ..-i.       .-. .... 
A BENFEFIT CONCERT 
Mr. Harry Chaplin 
A benefit concert for 
WORLD HUNGER YEAR 
November 12. 1978, 
at 3:30 p.m. and 8410 p.m. 
Newfci Hal. Regional Arts Center, 
Centre Cobege of Kentucky, Danvile, Ky. 
•6.50 Gmeral Admission 
Ticket Outlets 
The Disc Jockey b Playback in Fayette Mai (Lexington) 
The Habafhaahery (Danvile) 
One outlet each la Richmond and Frankfort 
MAIL ORDERS - Contact Ms. Barbara Winfree 
Coordinator of Stundent Activities 
**   ■'  .,* P.O. Box 737 * 
Centre College 
Danvile , Ky. 40422     . 
WUMLD HUN6ER YEAR k* •.major non-profit W9rM twig* I 
More information can be supplied if needed. 
—. ■' —-—-4 
I ..■>   . 
r" <vv r HI 
Special $12. 
Junior Sweater-Jac 
Acrylic knit collar,  sleeves and back.    Zip 
front of cowhide, split leather. Rust, Tan. 
-Similar to illustration shown- 
Shop daily: 9:30 tfl 5:30 
Fri. 9:30 til 8:30 
Sat. 9:30 til 6:00 
Sun. 1:30 til 5:30 
^tJCPenney 
Your eyes are Ihe most expressive part of you. 
Yves Saint Laurent has created his eye designs to 
enhance your personal style. Eyewear that is always 
I Saint'Laurent yet importantly always you. Pay us a 
| visit and view our complete collection of eyewear by j 
*• " -)<(l_S<y\l,\1^l'Kr;NF> 
TINDER - KR AUSS -T1NDSI 
'■•■'"        YOUR 
IWUt. I'. »€NT 
OPTICIAN 
«|C«MOW/liX»«TCW/D*NVlJi/FRANKFC*Tr/MC«eHEAO 
SHOES FOR JEANS 
OR MOST ANYTHING€LSE 
YOU WEAR DOWN THERE 
• WHERE YOUR SHIRT STOPS. 
iWOr 
clothing 8° 
DW^FOWN RICHMOND 
220 East Main 
i. m 
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Thinclad threesome Michiganize 
Colonels and Kentucky 
cross country 
l«« JIM KICKS 
Staff Writer 
Throughout history and literature. 
there haw licen some very famous 
threesomes Most everyone, for 
i'xam|ilc. hiis hrarri nl Ihr Three Wise 
Mm. ihr Triumvirate of ancient Home, 
the Three Musknterrs. Ihe Ihree Mind 
IHHT. :III«I the Three stooges 
Tlw I 'Diversity rwm enunlry team 
'•;<s n rather remarkable trio of its nwr 
HI senior MONK Rank, junior Kit 
simhnrh. nnd snphmwirf Kill Morgan 
Ml hough ihey ;ire mil quite as well 
known as Mm- l-irry and Curly, most 
niemt«ers of the I'niversity rommunily. 
i> one linn- or another have probably 
««W on«> of these three thinclads flash 
'•\ mi one of their daily running 
pilgrnmages of in or 15 miles 
Konk. Morgan, and Slrohaeh all are 
originalh from ihe stale of Michigan In 
•art. all three oven graduated from and 
ratt tor the same Kirmingham droves 
High Sefwnl in Hirmingham. Michigan 
So tar this season, the Michigan trio 
••as l-eeii the dominant laclor in the 
tweeKs of this years cross country 
Irani In tact, in live of their six meets 
"hits tar Hunk. Morgan, and Slrohaeh 
have t>een the first Ihree finishers for a 
nfrnni I'niversily squad 
Mead cross country ranch Art Harvey 
can alwavs count on the Michigan hoys 
•o finish up Ironl 
"They've- hrm the lead runners for 
Ihr team all vear." said Harvey "All 
three of these guys are tremendously 
hard working and dedicated. They get 
the job done in workouts, in races, and 
in the classroom " he added 
Honk walked on HH   team his fresh 
man \oar and has shown steady im- 
provement each season 
"I wasn't any superstar in high 
M-hool " he related "I thought my heat 
chance to make Ihe learn would hie at a 
Mii'ilium sized school like Kjistern " 
In college, however. Konk has 
achieved the athletic fame thai eluded 
hint m high school An All < >VC athlete in 
i-oth cross country and track last year. 
Honk is hoping to improve on last years 
seventh place finish in the OVC 
'liampionships 
The team captain and 1977 MVP, Bonk 
has established himself as one of the top 
collegiate distance runners in the 
southeast, and must l>e considered a 
'hreai lor Ihe individual OVC crown 
So tar this season. Konk has compiled 
tin impressive record In lop quality 
moots, he has healen nearly <M per cent 
• •I almost MIII opposing runners, in- 
iliiding a fourth place out of |0R runners 
• ii Hie prestigious Furman Invitational 
earlier this year 
In s'pl)e ol his success as a runner. 
Itnhk eimsiilcrs himself a student first, 
mil an athlete second 
"dunning lor me is something I do for 
tun it's II hohhy Half the people I 
know ilon l oven know I run." he claims 
\n earth science major and a 
geography law enforcement minor. 
Konk plans on a teaching career after 
cradualion 
"llopefullv. I'll leach and coach 
tumor high hecaiMr I can relate with 
them ihr h>al." said Konk 
slrohaeh. who was "just an average 
•ugh school runner" attended droves 
I'lly College in Pennsylvania his fresh- 
oiaii venr, hut decided to transfer to 
(■'astern after talking with his good 
liicnil Konk 
I.ike Konk. Slrohaeh also walked on 
the team "just hoping In get good 
workouts and get stronger " Kachof the 
i>.isi two seasons, he has improved 
tremendously, and he finished eighth in 
ihe <>VC last year in ihe 10.000 meter 
run. just missing All OVC honors. In 
addition. Slrohaeh was voted by his 
teammates as Ihe winner of the 110 per 
cent award for Ihe IW77 cross country 
••ason 
A physical education major, he plans 
to teach and coach Junior or senior high 
school after graduation. 
The voungest member of the 
Michigan irio. Morgan was also the heat 
of ihe Ihree in high school, earning All 
Stale honors in hnth track and cross 
country Although he was recruited hy 
such hig name t rack _. schools as 
Michigan Slate. Michigan. Tennessee, 
nnd <Hiin Slate, he chose Kaslern. 
largely heenuse of Ihe influence of Bonk 
.■ml Slrohaeh. and also because of 
Cistern's   law i-nforcement   program 
l-iiKl vear as a freshman. Morgan set 
the school record of 1:11.4 in Ihe 1000 
\nrd run He also won Ihe 110 per cent 
award hw the t»7H track season, and 
u as one of the lop freshman in the OVC 
This cross country season. Morgan 
has hail several excellent per- 
lormances. including sixth at the 
Kentucky Invitational, and eleventh in 
the State Championships. 
Morgan is an extremely dedicated 
ithleto. and follows strict training rules. 
\s his roommate. Kurt Heuermnn put 
it. "Kill's a great guy Ihe kind of guy 
you'd 'ike in lake home to meet your 
parent* He don't drink he don't smoke, 
and as they say in Virginia. Norfalk. 
Norfalk. Norfalk." 
The three Muskateers? 
Ed tftrobach. Doug Bonk, and Bill Morgan (L to R) are 
seen in a recent cross country meet All three are from 
Michigan and attended the same high school   They have 
finished one. two. three for Eastern numerous times this 
year. Both Bonk and Morgan attained AII-OVC honors this 
past week in the OVC Championships 
Bonk, Morgan 
lead Colonels to third place in OVC 
Intramural run scheduled Saturday 
KnMa are still being accepted for Ihe The B.2 mile course covers a scenic 
Intramural Recreational    sports route   over   hack   country   roads   and 
(Sponsored  in.onn Meter Run on Satur      passes famed western mountaineer Kit 
B> WILLIE SAWYERS 
sta f f Writer 
l.cd hy . captain ^jpoy Bonk and 
snphontpre'RillMorgan.'fM^^Cs cross 
country team captured thircf^tace in the 
oVC Conference Meet last Saturday at 
Middle Tennessee State University. 
The third place showing earned the 
Colonels a berth in the district meet to 
tie held next week at Kurman University 
in dreenville. South Carolina. 
Both Bonk and Morgan were awarded 
AI.I.-OVC honors for thier per- 
formances. Bonk finished third overall 
with a time of 30.44 and Morgan was 
eighth with a time of 31.03. 
This is the second year in a row that 
Konk   has   made   All-Conference.    He 
placed seventh in the same meet last 
year. 
The lop runner of the meet was 
Western Kentucky's Jim Groves, a 
fa nadla n Considered to be one of the top 
runners in the country, with a winning 
time of 3B.37. Western won the meet with 
Murray Slate second. 
Asked about the meet. Morgan stated 
that he felt that it was his best race ever. 
"I really pushed myself, the whole team 
did The course was soft and a lot of the 
guys still have sore hamstrings. I know 
I'm still feeling the effects of it." 
Coach Art Harvey agreed with 
Morgan on the condition of the course. 
"The rains had slowed it up a HI, but all 
up and down the line we ran real well." 
The district meet at Furman will be 
set up so that the top five teams and the 
lop six individuals from the other teams 
will go on to the NCAA Championships 
to he held Nov. 20. 
This will give a lot of runners a chance 
to make it to the final meet and Coach 
Harvey stated that some of Ms runners 
have a good chance of qualifying. . 
The NCAA Championships will be 
held in Madison. Wisconsin. 
/day. Nov 4. Over son entries have been 
received, including several from out - of 
• town Approximately 200 students have 
entered, so far 
The run.   which   will culminate   the 
week-long Sports Club Rest, will begin 
al 10 am   at the Arlington Golf Course. 
Participants are urged to arrive! at 
;'.'Xllfnffbn about one hour prior to |he! 
rare. In check in and pick up their race 
packets Registration tables will be set 
up hy Ihe Mule Barn 
Carson's birthplace There will be two 
drop-oft points along the course, with 
water and rest stations Signs will be 
IMisled to give the course directions. 
There will be no time limit for the run. 
Kegislrations will he accepted up to 
and including the day of the race, with a 
Field hockey 
late entry fee charged on Saturday. 
Campus security, sheriff's dept and 
city police are cooperating with the 
Intramural office in providing course 
security and traffic control. 
Any questions about the run may be 
directed to the Office of Intramural - 
Kecreational Sports in Weaver 310 - 
phone 3340 or Kegley 202 - phone 5434 
::£-; >q *«a 
"Quote of the week" 
"Bill's a great guy ... the kind of guy you'd like to take home to meet your 
parents. He don't drink, he don't smoke, and as they say in Virginia. Norfalk 
Norfalk. Norfalk." 
Kurt Heuerman. commenting on his AII-OVC cress country roommate Bill 
Morgan. 
team drops two in Ohio 
Anita's Bridal Boutique 
SOUTHERN HILLS PLAZA 
RICHMOND, KY 
PHONE    606-624-2200 
New Fall Gowns 
Are Here! 
• Holiday Dresses 
iL • Fall Formats 
j\       •Tuxedo Rentals 
Winterize your car with 
Dowgard 
. 
$280 
gallon 
DEPENDABLE 
AUTO SUPPLY ~v 
463 SHOPPERS VILL/"r 
6234210 
The field hockey team's .record 
dropped to 10-6-1 this past weekend with 
hack-lo-back losses at the hands of Ohio 
I'niversity and Bowling Green State 
I'niversity. 
Saturday morning the Colonels lost a 
closely contested contest to Ohio U. 1-0. 
That same afternoon they lost another 
close match to Rowling Green 2-1. Laura 
Purdy scored the lone goal for Eastern. 
The team will be participating in the 
KWIC championships at Berea College 
on Friday and Saturday. The team will 
he trying to improve upon last year's 
third place performance. Their first 
game is against University of Kentucky 
Friday morning. 
BILL HAMMONS 
HAIRCUTTERS 
218 S. Porter Dr. 
$9 £*    OFF 
With This Coupon 
623-1714 
THE OTHER 
PLACE 
STUDIED IN 
LONDON PARIS 
NEW YORK & L.A. 
Bmtg a i!aTfluiearN0.2 
University Shopping Center 
Corduroy Suit 
Tan b Rust 
Rtg.Nft«" 
• 
fioug's Mnmmtn No. 2 
$c .finite** &portamu>. • 
U-:-".;*,. SUsffwf C«sU< ... >      *» 
lilftmi, Kf. colonel Club Member 
Veterans 
Know How 
toGet 
the Job Done 
Veterans can get the job done. They Ve been 
trained to do just that. 
Employers with federal contracts over $10,000 
have an obligation under the affirmative action 
law to hire and promote qualified disabled 
veterens and veterans of the Vietnam era. 
Why not use the law to your advantage? Hire the 
best you can get and get the job done right. 
on ft 
VET 
VCTERAnS...JOBS 
A public service me&sage, Veteran* Employment Service, 
US Depviment ol Labor. ,\ 
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Ranger Company concentrates on 
outdoor adventure 
R> WNtVSl'KNCKH 
SI ;i(l Writer 
The K.IIU'.IT Company was founded in 
ilx- lull of l«»7R in cooperation with the 
hiilitarv science departmenl and is a 
rrcncnirrd student organization, ac- 
< nrrlinc to Company Commander 
William Mushrush. 
In order to join the Ranger Company.- 
one must ha ve a 2.0 GPA and be enrolled 
in a military science course. 
Mushrush said that the Hanger 
i ynipnny is organized in a military-like 
WKIIMHT and would prepare students for 
the Advanced HdTC program although 
ihiii isn't iheir only goal. 
) Mushrush went on to say that the 
)t.ingivr < 'ompany tries not to take up loo 
iinu-h of its members' time. They hold 
nni'    ui-ekly    meeting    which    is    a 
rlassroom type instruction with em- 
phasis concerning hands - on training 
Then once a month the members go out 
m i hr field and apply what was taught in 
l he classroom 
"We cqncentrate on adventure-lype 
practical application of what we learn in 
military science." Mushrush said "We 
iry lo wl in I he field and do what we 
learn.'" 
According lo Mushrush. the members 
draw much of their knowledge and 
subject mailer from Iheir advisor, ('apt 
Mian Morris, an HOTC instructor. 
The activity the Ranger Company is 
l>esl known for its rappelling down the 
IVglcy Huilding which Ihey do on ROTC 
May. Mushrush said last spring, they 
also lawdM 250 students the art of 
rappelling   and  every   semester  Ihey 
conduct a class of rappelling in Free 
I 'Diversity 
However, rappelling is not their only 
activity Mushrush said the Company 
tries in do some activities for fun. He 
said ihey go canoeing, snow-skiing, 
rock climbing and also go on a white 
water raft Irip They also help lo huild 
the homecoming float for the military 
science department 
Although Ihey are not a service 
organization f°r 'he University, they are 
m charge of the flags at the Alumni 
< 'oliseuni 
Itrrawe many of their activities 
require ihal the memhers he in good 
physical condition, they conduct a 
physical training program daily 
Mushrush went on to say that Iheir 
l-iggesl event each fall is their Field 
Training Kxercises IFTXI This is a 
. ulminalion of all that has been taught 
during the semester. 
Mushrush said they go to the country 
and spend a weekend conducting 
"wargames " The MP's and Pershing 
lOfles also participate in the FTX. This 
x ear's FTX is scheduled for the weekend 
of Nov  :l-5 
There are presently 35 memhers in 
the Hanger Company hut Mushrush 
said. "We are always looking for new 
members." Most of iheir memhers are 
freshmen and sophomores. 
Mushrush went on to emphasize that 
B\ joining 'he Hanger Company, you 
are in no way obligated to the U.S. Army 
Nil »f would hope that our memhers 
would continue in the advanced ROTC 
program as juniors and seniors." 
Kappa Delta benefits 
the needy 
By DOM MrNAV 
Staff Writer 
I Mcsirles lieing a social sorority, the 75 
|uiemi»ers of Kappa Delta are very 
;.iclive in Ihe field of philanthropy - the 
•■•ffort io increase the well being of 
'mankind through charitable donations 
"We do a philanthropy project every 
month." said Martha Taglauer. 
^in-esidenl of Ihe Kappa Delta's. 
IViglauer. a senior interior design major 
.'Irom Fort Wright, also said that "In an 
!average year, we collect about $1,500 in 
;<hm,ilions " 
The sorority places Ihe most em- 
.'r<hasis on Iheir national project, the 
; i rippled Children's Hospital in Rich- 
jmond. Virginia The sisters get Ihe 
. (Majority of the money for this project 
;trom ihe sale of Christmas stamps. 
; !; The Children's Hospital is not the only 
• pi on-, i ihal the KIVs are involved with. 
Jtiisl year the sorority, along with their 
I brother fraternity, the SAE's. collected 
;»yer $1,000 for cystic fibrosis. 
•' ■ Kappa Delta has also worked with the 
'. Moortmohile and raised $200 dollars for 
Jit sister who was involved in an 
1
 Jutnmohlle accident. 
This Thanksgiving, the sisters are 
planning lo go to the Shriners Hospital 
u here ihey will do such things as play 
I'limcs. sing songs, hake cookies and 
lierform some short skits for Ihe 
imtirnts 
tin l>ec 7. the sisters will celebrate 
their IMh anniversary on campus. The 
eluh will probably have a special event 
on ihis day. hut as yet it is unannounced. 
Also in December, the sorority will 
work in a canned food drive thai will 
licncfil the needy in Richmond. The 
sisters usually work with the SAE's or 
ihe Sigma Nu's on their projects The 
pledges lo Ihe sorority have their own 
separate philanthropy project to collect 
for 
"Philanthropy has always been a 
major part of our sorority's work and 
will lie in the future." said Taglauer 
other officers for Ihe Kappa Delta's 
are Cheryl Case, a junior nutrition 
major from l-ouisville. who serves as 
vice-president The secretary is Teri 
Steely, a senior social work major from 
I'Miisville l.eiuh.innc Clark, a senior 
business major from Ashland serves as 
treasurer. 
m 
KDT's start drive 
This past  summer a  University 
student.   Judy   Aaron,   was   in    an 
automobile accident.   Aaron   suffered 
extensive head injuries and has been in 
1
 a coma for 13 weeks. 
Aaron was a member of the service 
sorority. Kappa Delta Tau and this week 
Ihey are starting a drive to raise money 
lo help pay for Aaron's hospital bills. 
According to Kathy Ison, president of 
KDT. they will be sending out a letter to 
all organizations on campus asking for 
donations. 
They will appreciate any help and any 
donation of any size. 
A Ranger Company member demonstrates skins med in rappelling. an ac 
tivity for which the group is well blown. 
■ 
Career Day provides 
learning experience 
(Photo by OINNV EAGER) 
During the University's Math and Science Career Day, high school students 
experimented with games proposed to them by computers. 
By tilNNY F.AC.ER 
Organizations Editor 
About fiOO high school students in- 
vaded the campus on Oct. 25. Basically 
Ihey came in order to miss a day of 
classes al iheir own school, but most 
importantly Ihey came for the 
I'niversiiv's Math and Science Career 
Hay 
Each year Ihe math and science 
departments sponsor the career day and 
it practically is always a success. 
The career day serves as an in- 
strument lo show prospective college 
students just what the University has to 
offer in Ihe areas of math, computer 
programming and many other science 
related areas. 
"I. think, that it is a learning ex- 
perience for the students." said John 
Blankenship. a high school teacher from 
Russell County 
Each group of about 25 students was 
assigned a guide, winch is a recruit 
from the University. After ren- 
dezvousing with Iheir guides the groups 
began a whole day of activities. 
The welcoming reception was in the 
Keen Johnson Ballroom with a room on 
Ihe first floor devoted to career 
discussions. 
In the Powell Building, the Kennamer 
Room was set aside for various games, 
puzzles and brain leasers. Graduate 
students were on hand lo explain Ihe 
intricate little toys lo Ihe groups of 
students and Ihe room was hardly 
empty for more than 10 minutes al a 
lime 
In ihe Wallace Building there were 
many rooms set aside for the career 
day The computer terminals were kept 
very busy as all the students learned to 
play black lack or lo chart their 
biorhythms on computers. 
tine room was filled with pocket 
calculators Along with the hand held 
computers were many instructions 
which taught students how to play 
g;      * on Ihe little calculators. 
re was a faculty lounge where 
lired teachers could go to drink punch 
and most importantly, to rest 
In the key punch ronml'studer/bT'weVe 
taught lo make a cvtm outer card' on ihe 
machine They too*1 their cards to the 
Combs Building where they received 
printouts. 
The entire day was a learning ex- 
perience for everyone involved, the high 
school students and their teachers, the 
lour guides and the University 
professors, also. 
The career day was another way of 
acquainting students with the 
University's campus and with its 
departments 
JIM'S ROLL - ARENA 
Lancaster Rd. Behind Britta 
Regular Schedule 
Sunday Afternoon 2 til 4 
Wednesday Night 7 til 9 
Friday Night 6 til 8 
Two Session 9 til 11 
Each Session *2.00 
• Saturday Night Special 
6 til 10 *3.00 
• Special Group Fund Raising Rate. 
Phone 624-1474 
Perms Are The Fashion 
Statement Of The Year 
-Make A Statement- 
218 So. Porter Drive 
623-3651 
' Skin Care & 
I Hair Designs 
COMPLETE DINNER INCLUDES: 
3 pieces honey-dipped fried chicken, 
mashed potatoes and gravy, cole slaw 
and  1  hot butter-tastin  biscuit. 
WEDNESDAY ALL DAY CVERY 
WEDNESDAY 
$159 1 REGULAR $2.05 VALUE 
I' -'   " 
U.S. 25 SOUTH 
NEXT TO CLARK-MOpRES SCHOOL 
Not good in combination with other 
offers, Coupons and discounts. 
Copyright 1*77    Famous Recipe Fried Chicken - ■* 
~_   *   •'•■' 
NOW SERVING: 
PEi Hickory Pi. P«* *»*$     ^>{&£/g*^S 
Roastbeef & Ham Sandwiches 
> Mc bettor 
SUB CENTER 
SERVING OUTRAGEOUS SANDWICHES 
W. THIRD 
AND 
MAIN ST. 
EAT IN 
TAKE OUT 
FREE DELIVERY 
FREE DELIVERY 624-2435 
REGULAR 
SANDWICHES 
Sarvad on Whit.,  Ry, 
or wnoia Whaat Bra.d. 
Lattuca, Tomato. Mayo. 
Mustard or Onion on 
Raquast.    10c extra 
ROAST BEEF. 1.24 
TURKEY .1.24 
HAM 1.24 
HAM & CHEESE «1.34 
SALAMI (Genoa) .1.24 
.SALAMI & CHEESE...'...1.34 
LIVERWORST. 1.14 
' TCNA. SALAD..... .1.24 
LnbLbL 11 .••••MKII I. I*t 
SIDE 
COKE, SPJUTB, TABi....V........ J- ■.tM-JNA'DE  OR  ICE  TEA ,. .35 
COFFEE.......................a .25 
ASSORTED CHIPS..... ...,JS 
■ HOT   PEPPERS ............49 
KOSHEL PICKLE  SLICE............IS 
CHILI.......................... .65 
TOSSED SALAD...... .45 
■'*-i 
SUBMARINE SANDWICHES 
inciud.1  Lattuca, Tomato, Onion, Chaasa 
Seasoning and our own Top Sacrat Orassin*. 
MIXED 
HAM 145  
SALAMMGenoa) 1 45  
ROAST BEEF. 1 45 .'.".'.' 
TURKEY. 1 45  
LIVERWORST. 1.45.  
I la*NA«***««*****««««*.*«**»««««« 1.45- • •••••»'••••  
CHEESE  1.45.  
WEIGHT WATCHERS SPECIAL 
"DIET THING" A CHEF'S   » V 
Portion* of Roast Baaf. Ham,'' 
{ -    Turkay, Salami and Swiss- C— 
on « bast of Lattuca anaMs. 
• •  • rf»aMBr».~"* jasair—   \ ^ '. 
♦.•: Hduis:-*""' 
MON-TMOR.' .-.yioam w 12ph. DELIVERY 
FRI-SAT *. TOam to 2pm     . 
SUNDAY..,. 11am to 12pm MINIMUM   $1.75 
•aea 11/Vol.S7/r*o. 10 
Tha Eaitarn Prograai 
Thurxtov. mmmtm 2. MM 
Homecoming flower designers 
FTD Club most active in country 
H> M \UKIT\SIIKI Kt IINK 
Staff Writer 
Amid ;in army of garbage cans filled 
with ginnl while mums crowned the 
mamnn 'K's a small group worked 
diligently. 
The table* were littered with 
discarded leaves and soiled maroon 
ribbons A couple al the inmost point of 
Hi.' garage concentrated on a special 
l<nuquef of the soon - to - he crowned 
homecoming queen. 
fn I he KTD (Florist Transworkl 
IVIivery) Club a major project is 
I lomccoming for which they prepared in 
acrtw of i.oso mums this year in ad- 
dition to a homecoming float in 
' "operation with the agriculture club 
The mums were decorated with the 
traditional maroon K as well as 
several fraternity and sorority symbols 
The club also designed bouquets for 
several of the homecoming queen 
candidates al the special request of 
iheir sponsors 
The FTD Club which numbers 43 is 
made up of students majoring in hor- 
'u-iiliure agriculture and related fields 
The University chapter is the most 
aclive collegiate KTD <1ub in the 
country. 
The club works in cooperation with 
several florists in the area including 
Michler"s in Lexington. Heating's in 
Itavina. Madison Kkiwer Shop in Rich- 
mond and Allen's in Rerea. 
These florists serve as advisors to the 
club aod their shops are toured by the 
memliers two times a semester during 
which the riorists explain aspects of the 
industry and give advice on preparation 
for the profession. 
Al Valentine's Day. the florists' 
I'usiesl lime of the year, the club 
members assist local florists who 
contribute to the club in return. 
Kight members of (he club were able 
lo go lo Detroit. Michigan over the 
1 ohimbus Day holiday to tour the FTD 
National Headquarters. While there 
ihry met several top executives and 
major department heads. 
The group saw some unreleased floral 
film clips and toured Orambrook 
< •arden which was once a private estate 
but is now a private school and botanical 
garden 
They also toured Webber  Brothers 
greenhouses   in   Detroit   before   doing 
some sightseeing in London Ontario 
and Niagara Falls. 
1 in I let 29 the group assisted with a 
floral workshop sponsored by Region 
I3R. the local FTD branch, which was 
held in Lexington. The workshop 
featured a designer from Texas. 
This weekend Ihe club -will travel to 
Ijike Cumberland where they will 
winterize the trails in the state park 
there and do some other landscaping 
In their long range plans the club is 
working on a project of selling small, 
live Scotch pines in the bookstore at 
t'hristmnslime The group is also 
looking forward In participating in a 
slate convention this spring and their 
own banquet al the end of the year. 
At the beginning of each semester the 
club holds a plant sale lo raise funds 
Th* club also stocks the plants in the 
bookstore 
The club's president is Cindy 
Willowhy The vice-president is Rick 
Hushing Tim Krooks is treasurer and 
Mark King is the secretary. Faculty 
advisors are Robert l<ay. Dr. Steve 
Mack, and Tom Knight 
Alpha Delta Pi, Kappa Alpha, Sigma Chi 
hold benefit Halloween activities 
Bv NANCY HATHAWAY 
Staff Writer 
October 31 can mean different things 
lo different people. To most, it means 
I rick or treaters. haunted houses and 
costume parties, but to the members of 
Alpha Delta Pi Sorority and the Kappa 
Alpha and Sigma Chi Fraternities. 
Halloween is a time to think of less 
fortunate children. 
On October 25 the members of Alpha 
Delta Pi and Kappa Alpha made their 
second annual trip to Lexington to en- 
tertain at the Shriner'l Crippled 
Children's Hospital. 
Sigma chi's. on the other hand added 
a few ghosts, goblins, screams and 
howls lo their fraternity house as they 
held iheir third annual "Haunted 
House" All proceeds went to Sigma 
Chi's national charity. Wallace Village 
(or mentally handicapped children, 
located in Colorado.,, ( 
Malt Durham, one of the originators 
of the haunted house three years ago. 
was in charge again this year along with 
Krich Mauer. 
This vear's goal according to Durham 
was J300. "Each year we keep adding a 
little hit more." he said. 
With the added expenditures this year 
on advertising, strobe lights and 
professional makeup, (thanks to the 
drama department) the total cost of 
preparations came to about 1100, 
"which is about as cheap as we're ever 
going to get it." Durham said. 
Durham found two main problems 
with the "house" this year. One problem 
was "everybody getting drunk and 
running around all over the place" and 
I he second and most important was 
everybody getting hoarse. 
"We put on about DO performances a 
night." said Durham, "and that means 
everybody has to scream 60 times, for 
about two minutes each." Each show 
involves between 35 and 40 people. 
The downstairs was the most effective 
part of the house, according to Durham, 
since it looks like a dungeon anyway. 
"Yet we don't really. get In to the 
sophisticated stuff- We just jump oat 
and scare the hell out of you." 
Aside from the hard work involved in 
preparing the Sigma Chi's Haunted 
House HUB year, throwing a Halloween 
party for about 150 crippled children is 
no easy matter either, according to Phil 
Burgess, president of Kappa Alpha 
Fraternity. 
"Seeing those crippled children first 
hand really gets to you," said Burgess. 
"The first five minutes were really 
hard, hut it's only a matter of time until 
you automatically become close." 
The evening began with sorority and 
fraternity members in costume 
distributing candy. "This helped to 
break the ice." said Burgess. 
The children then judged the 
costumes themselves on the basis of the 
scariest, the funniest and the prettiest. 
Fveryone was urged to get involved. 
According to Burgess, the thing that 
made it all worthwhile was seeing the 
happy expressions on those children. 
"They asked us when we were coming 
back." he said. 
"And the guys." he continued, "The 
guys that you'd think are the hardest- 
core, are the ones that were touched the 
most." 
"We're going to make it an annual 
thing." said Burgess. Not only do the 
children get something out of the party - 
so does everyone else. 
Fraternities and SAHI hold 
post-Homecoming. Halloween activities 
After the athletic contest between the 
1 'Diversity and Murray State, the 
climax »f Homecoming weekend, a few 
Iralernilies and sororities joined to 
"step" for the entertainment of 
themselves and Iheir audience. 
'Die performers were members of the 
I'In Hel.i Sigma. Kappa Alpha Psi. 
• Hnega l*si Psi fraternities and the 
Alpha Kappa Alpha Delta Sigma Theta 
sororities 
Halloween is over now and all the 
ghosties. goblins and witches have gone 
hack to their holes in the walls for 
another year. 
Fveryone had lots of fun this year 
going to parties and dressing up. But 
there were many parties which were not 
only fun but served a useful purpose 
also 
One of these was a party given by the 
Student  Association  for the Hearing 
Impaired (SAHI). They gave a 
Halloween party for TO children at the 
Kentucky School for the Deaf. 
The party was set up like a carnival 
and the children played games such as 
bobbing for apples, getting their for- 
tunes told and throwing bean bags. 
There was even Dracula in a coffin 
asking for blood but he was also giving 
away candy. The children were all 
dressed up and so were all the members 
of SAHI. 
. m Firee m . 
with anything 
on our menu. 
\ 
Maybe it's corny and old 
fashioned, but service with a smile is 
something we're proud of. Just like 
our 100% heel hamburgers and our 
tcrrinc French tries. 
And it's tree. Whether you buy 
hve Big Mac sandwiches. Or a soft 
drink. 
Smiling. It's something else we 
like to do tor you. At McPonaUV 
oltallh 
', 
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"Tomorrow, 
and tomorrow, 
and tomorrow." 
-Macbeth 
Prepare for it. The earlier you 
begin a life insurance program, the 
less you pay. Find out about the 
CollegeMaster plan. 
Call the Kideliii Union CollegeMaster 
Held Associate in vour area: 
128 BIG HILL AVE. 
Richmond, Ky. 40475 
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Centerboard: 
Why they can't reel 
in big name concerts 
anymore 
You've probably heard it a 
hundred limes on campus this year: 
"Why can'l they get good concerts 
here at this school?" 
Nearly everyone has bitched at 
one time or another over the lack of 
concerts here and with so many 
students pondering over this ques- 
tion, I think it's time to examine the 
issue a bit more closely. 
The concerts here are decided 
upon by an organization called 
C enterboard, whose chairman is Dr. 
John Rowlett, vice president of 
academic affairs. The secretary is 
ihe infamous Skip Daugherty, who, 
in all actuality, decides who will 
appear here in concert. 
"The board has given me the 
authority to book concerts without 
their approval," Daugherty said. 
I suppose this is obvious since 
Centerboard hasn't met at all this 
vear; their first meeting will be held 
Sunday. There has been a total of 
three pop concerts presented this 
semester and Daugherty has been 
the big promoter in all of them. 
That may tell students something 
about Daugherty's promotion since 
those three concerts have drawn a 
total of about 1500 people. 
"The University sponsoring big- 
name concert acts is a thing of the 
past," Daugherty said. "We are not 
in the business to bring big names to 
campus anyway." 
If that statement holds true then 
the "University Public Relations 
Task Force" should stop picturing 
such big names as The Spinners and 
Barry Manilow in their brochures to 
incoming students. Those perform- 
ers, by the way, appeared in concert 
here in 1975. 
Centerboard is composed of eight 
faculty members and eight students. 
However,   only   two   students   are 
selected to Centerboard as students- 
at-large. These students arc chosen 
from applications on the basis of the 
CiPA and interests. 
The remaining six student mem- 
bers are automatically members of 
Centerboard, such as Student 
Association president and vice 
president, president of men and 
women's Interdorm, etc. 
This brings up an interesting 
question. What gives this so-called 
"elite" group the right to auto- 
matically be admitted to Center- 
board? Just because they're presi- 
dents and vice presidents doesn't 
make them any more competent in 
the selection of concerts and fine 
arts for Centerboard. 
If these "automatic" members 
run Centerboard in the same 
manner as (hey run their respective 
offices, is it any wonder why so few 
outstanding concerts arc presented 
Dan Rather's bestseller 
"Camera Never Blinks 
By DON McNAY 
Staff Writer 
From Vietnam to Watergate, Dan 
Rather has covered many of the 
great stories of our time. Now 
Rather gives us an insight into these 
stories, and the life of a broadcast- 
journalist with his besisclling auto- 
biographical book The Camera 
Never BUaks. 
Rather begins by telling us how he 
became interested in journalism 
during his boyhood in Texas. 
Fate is often times important in 
the reporting of a story. Rather was 
standing only 30 yards from the spot 
where President John Kennedy was 
assassinated in Dallas. He was the 
first to verify Kennedy's death on 
radio. 
Rather talks about how presidents 
try to manipulate the news and how 
they try to plant questions at news 
conferences, how the Presidents 
avoided tough questions, and most 
of all how they tried to find ways of 
getting the press to be biased in their 
favor. 
Rather goes into a long discussion 
of the Nixon White House years. He 
talks about how Halderman and 
Erlichman shielded Nixon from the 
outside world and about the hostil- 
ity that the White House aides had 
for Rather. That hositlity eventually 
made Nixon put Rather on the 
White House enemies' list. 
Rather gave an amazing account 
of his years with Lyndon Johnson. 
He told of Johnson's insecurities 
and the problems he faced as the 
man who followed Kennedy. He had 
^ Record Shop 
ALBUM SPECIAL 
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*~     4.99 
5.99 
here each year? 
Why shouldn't Centerboard be 
comprised of a cross-section of all 
students rather than throwing in 
members who arc probably too busy 
to be concerned with getting good 
concerts here? 
One problem that hampers 
Centerboard is a low budget to work 
with each year. According to 
Daugherty, he has a budget of 
$40,000 each year to work with. 
That is divided into $23,000 for fine 
arts and lectures and $17,000 for 
pop concerts. Students do not pay 
any fee for Centerboard when they 
register. Centerboard's money 
comes entirely from the general 
budget. , 
With such a low budget and all 
these "automatic" members, is it 
any wonder Centerboard can't 
produce quality concerts anymore? 
, enjoyable 
many instances of how Johnson 
would react violently to criticism. 
Johnson would often call Rather 
after the news screaming, "Rather - 
Are vou trying to f me?" 
Rather's book is a good account 
of the life of a journalist, and it also 
is excellent from its historical stand- 
point on events such as the Kennedy 
assassination and Vietnam. 
The book is also good from a 
reading for enjoyment standpoint. 
It is fairly light reading, and flows 
easily. Very few people would not 
enjoy The Camera Never Blinks 
8 TRACKS 
$1 off with coupon 
Lowest Prices 
OB 8 Track Tapes 
la Town 
Bay Five Albums 
Prices at '1.00 each 
And Get One FREE! 
riEcdRDS 
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6 6 J Quick Print "A wb in ths printing 
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Flamenco Ole' 
"FlamencoOle!" a traveling dance company, will give a performance 
in Brock Auditorium Monday night at 7:30 p.m. Admission is free 
English department censorship 
seeing a story by Lisa Rcnshaw By I.AKKY BERNARD 
Arts Ediittr 
Censorship still lives on in the 
University community. 
On October 20, the English 
department sponsored a Career Day 
for high school students from 
surrounding counties. 
The English department had 
originally intended to give students 
copies of the Progress,  but   after 
on 
birth control and the art column on 
x-rated movies, they decided lo ban 
I he Progress from ihe high school 
students. Commentary 
Perhaps certain members of the 
English department are still living in 
the "Puritanical" days they force 
their students to read about in 
American literature classes. 
*»*crn» 
J|   pr           MENS WEAR 
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Don't miss 
theboot 
Student Association Presents 
A Spring Break 
Cruise 
March 12 - 16 
Nassau Freeport 
On SS Emerald Seas 
"per person double 
•12 port tax 
For Reservations: Sign up in Student Association Office 
Reservations are on a First-come, First-serve basis 
. 
Price includes 
5 day cruise from 
Miami 
All meals while 
onboard 
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Redbone, Waits: simple 
pleasures are the best 
By LARRY BERNARD 
Arts Editor 
Simple pleasures are the best, the 
old commercial saying goes. 
And that's just what the Leon 
Redbone and Tom Waits concert 
turned out to be last Thursday night 
in Brock Auditorium. Who would 
have thought that two virtually 
unknown performers would have 
combined to give one of the best and 
most diverse concerts here in years? 
Apparently very few people did 
because a relatively small crowd was 
present to watch the concert. But the 
crowd there was a cultural and 
enthusiastic one -- something that's 
usually lacking at most University 
concerts. 
The audience there knew what to 
expect from the two performers and 
apparently they received it because 
they went away with smiles on their 
faces. 
Leon Redbone emerged on stage 
clad in a dark suit, carrying his usual 
walking cane. He spoke few words 
during the concert but he didn't 
have to talk very much. He com- 
municated to the audience very well 
through his music. 
After his songs, Redbone usually 
pulled some crazy stunts such as 
beaming a flashlight out into the 
audience. Once he snapped a picture 
of the audience with a camera. 
These bits of lunacy only added new 
dimensions to the already-diverse 
performer. 
Redbone displayed immense skill 
as a singer and as a guitar stylist 
throughout the concert. Perhaps the 
recordsmith 
be -ind Jarry'i on tht ByPau 
Bring this 
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highlight of the night was when he 
sang the old standard "Shine On 
Harvest Moon" in his mellow, 
rumbling voice. From that moment 
on, Redbone had the audience 
eating out of his hand and begging 
for more. 
Redbone also displayed diversity 
in his ability to interpret legendary 
songs such as "Please Don't Talk 
About Me" and the Jelly Roll 
Morton classic "If Someone Would 
Only Love Me." 
When he finished his set, Red- 
bone received a tremendous ova- 
tion, and he gratefully succumbed to 
an encore, muttering all the while 
"thank you, thank you, thank 
you." 
He also held up a measuring tape 
and said, "That wasn't long 
enough, heh?" 
Tom Waits' appearance on stage 
after Redbone's electrifying per- 
formance was rather anti-climatic, 
and it took something away from his 
performance. 
The curtains opened to expose a 
dark-attired Waits who stood twist- 
ing and writhing as if in pain, with 
cigarette smoke swirling about his 
face. He began half-singing, half- 
talking in a rich, gravelly voice that 
was both humanistic and cynical at 
the same time. 
He stood on stage -- a symbol of a 
ragged, unshaven bum, a rebellious, 
sassy teenager and the epitome of 
the American dream all rolled up 
together. 
Waits' set resembled that of a 
theatre production because he util- 
ized various props such as an 
antique lamp post, two old-time 
gasoline pumps and a replica of an 
dld-model Thunderbird. 
The strongest point of his per- 
formance was when the lights 
revealed Waits writhing between the 
two gas pumps, smoke billowing 
about his head. When his whiskey- 
baritoned voice began that old, 
soulful classic "Summertime," it 
was enough to make even the 
strongest disbeliever believe - in 
humanity and in Waits. 
The Leon Redbone and Tom 
Waits concert was more, much more 
than a mere concert. It was an 
experience in the bizarre, a lesson 
for the imagination and it offered a 
faint hope that American popular 
music and creativity is still alive. 
Leon Redbone 
Controversial art show opens in Giles 
(PTiolo by SCOTT ADAMS) 
By DAVID WINTERS 
Staff Writer 
An art show opened Monday 
night at the Campbell Building, 
featuring the work of Robert Begley 
in what could be the most contro- 
versial an show ever presented at 
this University. 
Begley, who is renown for his 
work with lithography, may prove 
very challenging to the mind of the 
average student. 
Head of University print making, 
Donald Dewey stated that "the 
show is being conducted because I 
think students will appreciate his 
expertise." 
"Some may ask, 'Is that really 
art?' " says Dewey. 
The words to remember for this 
show are contemporary and contro- 
versial. The work is a representative 
faction   of  where   modern   art  is 
going. 
Before one passes judgement on 
Begley's art, Dewey suggests that 
one keep in mind that "he is not 
dealing with reality." Perhaps this 
suggests the proper frame of mind 
to view the work in. 
Like it or not, art is part of our 
world -- a necessary part. It would 
be a shame to miss this look at 
modern art first-hand. 
For me, the most understandable 
piece which I could relate to was 
"Mexican Sunset," which depicts a 
horse standing freely in the wind. 
The Begley show runs until Dec. I 
in the Giles Gallery of the Campbell 
Building. 
UNIVERSITY FILM SERIES 
THE 
ITJRNING POINT 
Nov. 2, 3  Pearl Buchanan Theatre 
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Quality of medical care questioned 
'Continued from page 1) 
the body and thus made it possible to 
correctly diagnose the problem. 
Klackburn emphasized that the first 
tioctor did not use the camera, since 
l here was no evidence nor symptoms to 
deem its use necessary. 
Concerning the Duncan case. Black- 
burn pointed out that Duncan's hand 
was not recognized as a problem, since 
il was not known that the cut on his hand 
was caused by a tooth, thus constituting 
;i human bite which is the most 
susceptible to infection. 
Me also pointed out the fact that 
Duncan's most obvious sign of injury 
that night was his severely cut face. 
Blackburn also stressed the need for 
patients to communicate with the 
doctors, so that things would not go 
unnoticed. 
He then indicated the possibility of, a 
misunderstanding when Duncan came 
to the hospital the second time, com- 
plained about his hand and left without 
receiving treatment 
He went on to say that the atmosphere 
of the emergency room that night was 
probably effected by the fight that had 
occurred earlier. 
Blackburn said that while there may 
be a few criticisms about the hospital 
;ind   emergency   room,   it   should   be 
pointed nut that a great number of 
students utilize and appear to be fully 
satisfied with the services of the 
hospital. 
While a number of criticisms have 
been directed at Patty A Clay and its 
emergency room, the University In- 
firmary is not without its share of 
complaints 
Tom Dean, a former student, 
reportedly withdrew from the 
University Oct. 11. after missing 
numerous days of classes due to illness 
and an operation that removed his 
appendix Appendicitis was eventually 
determined the cause of the sickness in 
the first place. 
According to Scot Yates. a friend of 
Dean's. Dean was ill during the month 
of September and went over to the In- 
firmary one day. after spitting up blood. 
Yates said that Dean was X-rayed and 
nothing found wrong with him and that 
he was told that his stomach was 
probably inflamed. 
He added that Dean's illness persisted 
and that on Sept. 21. Dean's mother 
came and picked him up and took him 
home to Louisville. 
Yates also indicated that Dean's 
doctor in Louisville had suspected the 
cause of the illness might be his ap- 
pendix 
Yates said Dean had his appendix 
removed a half-hour after he arrived in 
Ixiuisville 
Dr. Coles Raymond, medical director 
of the Student Health Services, could not 
refer directly to the case based on 
clinical records without Dean or his 
mother's permission, since it would be a 
breach of confidentiality. 
However. Raymond did generalize 
that Dean's illness may have developed 
over a period of time and that when he 
was checked at the Infirmary, only 
vague symptoms may have been 
present and thus would not have been 
picked up during the diagnosis. 
Raymond also emphasized the great 
difficulty in diagnosing appendicitis and 
said that five to 10 per cent of all cases 
can not he determined without actually 
opening the patient up. 
Raymond also commented on the 
situation of physical exams being given 
in the Infirmary. 
This area has also been the subject of 
student criticism and Raymond said it is 
recognized as a definite problem to 
student health care. 
He added that there have been times 
when the Infirmary's doors have been 
locked lo sick students so that athletes 
could he given physicals, thus making 
I hem eligible to practice or participate 
in a sporting event. 
Raymond said the University is 
working on the problem and that 
recently a committee of which he is a, 
member submitted a plan calling for the 
University to contract private doctors to 
give physicals to athletes, as well as 
student teachers and students in the 
College of Allied Health and Nursina 
According to Raymond, the plan calls 
for each student to pay $15 for the 
physical exam, and Raymond called 
this figure "very reasonable" as 
compared to the cost of a physical from 
a private doctor. 
He also said mobile equipment for 
giving the physical exams was on order 
and that the equipment would be stored 
at the Infirmary. 
Raymond said this equipment would 
he moved to a predetermined place on 
t he days of physical exams and would be 
used by the contracted doctors in 
examining the students 
This plan, if put into effect, would take 
physical exams out of the Infirmary and 
solve the present problem, according to 
Raymond 
Alumni president dies in accident 
i Continued from page li 
outstanding Young Man in Politics ... 
two years before, he had served as a 
delegate lo the National Democratic 
Convention in 1975 he joined the 
lluddleston campaign ... "This is a sad 
day." Senator Huddleston said earlier 
this week. "Jimmy loved his job more 
than anything: and he was good at it." 
The Senator cancelled his Wednesday 
schedule to attend the funeral of his 
young aide at the Whitesburg United 
Methodist Church. 
I)r. J. C Powell noted his interest in 
Kastern. "The University community is 
deeply saddened ... Jimmy Brown has 
l>een devoted to the Alumni Association 
since his graduation seven years ago 
his death is a shock to us." 
His 1971 classmates remember him as 
one of I he most active students on 
campus in the early 70's. He served as 
president of Circle K. president of the 
Young Democrats, had been active in 
the Student Association and served as a 
judge on the inter-dorm judicial board, 
among other activities. 
Several present students remember 
him for his work with the Methodist 
Youth   Fellowship  at   his   Whitesburg 
church   Randy Banks remembers him 
for his devotion to that group     "he was 
always home to work with us." he said. 
All these accolades mean simply that 
Jimmy Brown was involved, whether it 
was a campaign that he won or lost 
whether it was the Whitesburg Jaycees 
or I.ions or Airport Board ..or whether 
it was the Governor's Coal Severence 
Tax Kconomic Aid Board ... or. any 
number of interests that made his life 
count for so much ... 
The circumstances of his death are 
unimportant when compared to the loss. 
It was on an outing at Bad Branch Falls 
near Whitesburg with his Sunday School 
class that he fell to his death. 
His dying leaves many voids to fill. A 
presidency in the Alumni Association ... 
a key role in a political campaign ... a 
guiding force in the lives of the young 
people who looked to him ... a son who 
brought his mother great pride ... a 
brother who believed in his people 
and a friend who should always be 
remembered with the same quiet 
beauty that rustles from the mountains 
of eastern Kentucky in October every 
year. 
(PKoto by STEVB BROWN) 
This set of dice roll across the dance floor at the 'monster bash' Tuesday night 
in the Keen Johnson ballroom. Between $250 and $300 was collected for the 
Madison County Foster Parent Association. The dance which was sponsored by 
Interdorm attracted about 1000 monsters. 
Monsters emerge 
at Keen bash 
Senate joins ASF 
'Continued from page 1) 
Student Senate President Steve 
Foster was recently elected to the board 
of directors on the ASF, while Vice- 
I'resident John Cooper has been elected 
treasurer for the organization. 
"I'm very happy the senate did vote to 
get on it." commented Foster following 
the meeting. "I believe the University 
can best be served on the national 
level." he said, "and the ASF seems to 
be the best way." 
In other business, the senators 
stressed the importance of "Stay on 
Campus Weekend," set for Nov. 11, 
when senators will also participate in 
door-to-door visiting at the dormitories. 
At this time, students will be able to 
meet with the senators and discuss 
problems or questions they might have. 
Campus crosswalks and student 
safety were also discussed at Tuesday's 
meeting.    
Jazz Ensemble 
Hiram Brock Auditorium will be 
swinging with jazz of the Maynard 
Ferguson and Cannon ha 11 Adder ley type 
Thursday evening, Nov. 9, and it's free. 
The director of the University Jazz 
Ensemble. Joe Hambrick. announced 
that the group will be just returned from 
a tour of high schools and colleges in 
Kentucky and "ready to swing out its 
musical offerings" in the Brock concert 
at 8:30 p.m. 
The music will range from the Henry 
Mancini style to Lennon and Mc- 
Cartney, and from Count Basic to 
Charlie Parker's "Scrapple From the 
Apple" 
Hambrick, of the University 
Department of Music faculty, will play a 
trombone solo on Urbie Green's "Slide 
Work in Aflat." 
Selections featured will include 
Maynard Ferguson's "Fire and Rain," 
Cannonball Adderley's "Sack O' Woe," 
and Sammy Nestico's fantastically fast 
"Ev'ry Little Beat Helps." 
By FLOYD PARRISII 
siaf f Writer 
The dance floor swirled with bizarre 
characters. Strange shapes floated by 
Some seemed .nearly human; others 
were nightmarish figures. 
A hunchback plowed through the 
throng like a deranged hulk, creating 
eddies of giggling green elves. 
Everywhere gaudy creatures swayed to 
the waves of demonic music. 
A towering abominable snowman did 
brief battle with a toughened green 
beret as a bunch of purple grapes looked 
on. 
The sedate Keen Johnson Building 
had been transformed into a madhouse 
to celebrate Halloween. 
The goblins arose to the occasion, 
some to truly astounding heights like the 
nine-foot Frankenstein monster. He won 
a special prize for his efforts. 
Where do these oddities hide the rest 
of the year? Are the reports of vampires 
in the attic of the Wallace Building true? 
STATE BANKER * 
cOt?e (Bampus beautiful 
EASTERN KENTUCKY UNIVERSITY 
By Michael Haresty 
The Alumni Association of Eastern 
Kentucky University is offering a 
limited edition of 1,500 signed and 
numbered prints for sale to benefit 
the EKU Alumni Scholarship Fund. 
The beautiful print, 30" x 20", is 
signed by President-emeritus Robert 
R. Martin, President J. C. Powell 
and the Artist,   „ <, 
The Campus Beautiful may be seen 
and purchased at the EKU Alumni 
House, the Office of Public Affairs, 
University store and the Limited 
Edition Gallery, or by sending $15, 
payable to the Alumni Association 
(Kentucky residents add $.75 for 
sales tax and $1.50 foe postage and 
handling) to: Division of Alumni 
Affairs, Eastern Kentucky University, 
Richmond, Kentucky 40475. 
*-»■ 
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•500'SIGN^ NUMBERED PRINTS 
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Is Black Mass really celebrated at the 
Chapel? Have the efforts at human 
cloning in the Science Department gone 
awry? 
The Menagerie assembled in the Keen 
Johnson Building couldn't have resulted 
entirely from clever makeup. 
Wherever the monsters came from 
the proceeds from their activities were 
donated to the Madison County Foster 
Parent Association. Between $250 and 
$300 before expenses was raised ac- 
cording to Rich Bowlin, secretary of 
Mens fnterdorm. 
The dance, sponsored by the Inter- 
dorm Council attracted about one 
thousand ghouls throughout the night, 
and was labled a success by Bowlin 
There was a booth where smooches or 
on - the - spot portraits could be pur- 
chased. Makeup was provided for those 
needing it by the Theater arts depart 
ment. 
The monsters can rest now; they will 
have a year to prepare for next year's 
fearsome frolic. 
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Organiiations Knilnr 
Mnvie Magic was last week's theme and 
il seems lo have rubhed off on television 
this week as many excellent movies will be 
aired 
First of all. on Sunday night at 8 p m . 
The Sting" will he on This 1973 movie 
-tarring Paul Newman and Robert Red- 
lord recreates the days of gangsters, 
prohibition and con artists "The Sting" is 
a movie that shouldn't he missed. 
Public television continues the listing of 
uond shows with Neil Simon's "The Good" 
Doctor " This is the first full length Simon 
play which has been produced for 
lelevision 
Richard Chamberlin. I.ee Grant. 
Marsha Mason. Edward Asner. Rob Dishy 
and Cary Dnnizig slar in this play which is 
adapted from stones by Anton Chekhov 
Mary Tyler Moore gives an extremely 
moving performance in "First You Cry." 
This is on Wednesday night at 9 p.m. and it 
tells the true story of NBC News 
Correspondent. Betty Rolhn and her ex- 
perience with a masectomy that shook her 
emotions, her marriage and her outlook on 
life 
Movies aren't the only thing happening 
on TV Tuesday is election day anV that 
night Walter Cronkite will he bringing you 
results on CBS 
In lx>xingtnn's Rupp Arena. Kenny 
Kogers and Dotty West will be appearing 
live. Friday night Performing with them 
uill he Eddie Rabbit Tickets are still 
available and showtime is 7:30 p.m 
On WKKl'-FM. Folk Festival USA. 
t>nngs a "Journey through the Western 
Himalayas " Jan Alive features "Old and 
New." a program of ear'y and late 
recordings of Song of the Angered. Dar- 
ilanell and Dancing in the Dark   Both of 
these programs are on Sunday. 
Also on campus on Monday night at 7:30 
p m Flamenco (Me will perform This 
group features dancers and guitarists who 
perform the flamenco music and dancing 
in the style of old Spain 
The show will he free io the public and 
uill he in Brock Auditorium Ruben 
Romero and Rene Heredia are the 
guitarists and both have Dlaved 
professionally for a number of years 
Rosa Ortega and Cruz Luna will be 
dancing for the group Although both 
Ortega and l.una are young, they have 
studied with many great dancers and are 
excellent performers themselves. 
If none of this appeals to you don't 
despair. Go and see "The Turning Point." 
Thursday or Friday in the Pearl Buchanan 
Theatre "at 6:30 p.m 
A msmbsr of til* Urmanity playsn spplias nwfcoup to 
Patty Thompson, a frashman from Shvpirdsvill*. prior to the 
Momitr Bath tponaorsd by Intordorm in the Kaon Johnson 
Ballroom Tuaaday svaninf. 
Today Nov. 2 
II:IS a.m. BSU l-unchencounter. Powell 
Building 
\non Wesley Foundation Communion 
Noon Rowling Exhibition. Powell Building 
l p.m. Rugby Game, field behind Palmer 
:• p.m. Fast Pitch Softball, field behind 
Palmer Hall 
3:3» p.m. Academic computing Statistical 
Seminars. Statistical System for the PDP 
11-70. Combs 213 
I p.m. Wesley Foundation Bible Study 
K p.m. Sigma Tau Pi leaves for Cliff 
H;.gans in Berea for their initiation banquet 
•:M p.m. Wesley Foundation Choir 
practice 
•i-:m p.m. BSU Choir practice 
7:» p.m. PRSSA meeting. Room 342. 
Wallace Building 
K p.m. Baha'i Faith informal discussions, 
too Brockton 
K p.m. Inspirations of Bryson City. North 
Carolina. Phelps-Slokes Chapel. Berea 
College 
K p.m. Kenny Rogers in concert. Rupp 
Arena. l-exington 
H p.m. "The Music Man." Opera House. 
l.exington 
H:45 p.m. Recreation Club meeting. 
Conference Room A. Powell Building 
» p.m. Rurnam Hall Room Mate Game. 
Hecreation room Women's Interdorm 
meeting. Powell Cafeteria. Martin Hall 
Sadie Hawkins Day 
■:M p.m. Catholic Newman Center. Pre- 
f'ana Conference for engaged couples 
; p.m. Wesley Foundation worship 
through sharing 
Monday   Nov. e 
11:49 a.m. BSU l-unchencounter. Powell 
Building 
t:3a p.m. Progress staff meeting. 
Progress office 
7:3a p.m. Flamenco Ole. Brock 
Auditorium 
N p.m. Martin Hall Christmas crafts, 
crafts room 
Tuesday   Nov. 7 
; a.m. BSU prayer breakfast 
7:14 a.m. Wesley Foundation prayer 
breakfast 
1   in   p.m. 
Combs, 324 
l:U   p.m. 
lunches 
:. p.m. Milestone staff meeting. Milestone 
office 
i. p.m. Student Senate meeting. Kennamer 
Room. Powell Building 
Phi   Beta   I-ambda   meeting. 
BSU  will  be auctioning  box 
fi p.m. Men's Volleyball. Begley Gvm 
«:I5 p.m. BSU Bible study 
7 p.m. Wesley Foundation fellowship hour 
7 p.m. Inter-Varsity Fellowship meeting. 
Jaggers Room. Powell Building 
7 p.m. Wesley Foundation choir practice 
K:3«  p.m.   Phi   Kpsilon  Kappa   meeting. 
Conference Room B. Powell Building 
K.:HI p.m. AUSA meeting. Wallace 426 
» p.m. Wesley Foundation Bible study 
Wednesday   Nov. s 
v:m p.m. SCEC meeting. Jaggers Room 
Powell Building 
( p.m. Interior Design Club meeting. 
Family Living Center. Burrier Building 
i; p.m. Chess Club meeting, game room. 
Powell Building 
t p.m. Explorer's Club meeting. Wallace 
326 
7 p.m. Wesley Foundation Fellowship 
Hour 
<::to p.m. Health Records Student 
Organization of Kentucky meeting. Con- 
ference Room C. Powell Building 
K p.m. Psi Chi meeting. Kennamer Room. 
Powell Building 
K:30 p.m. BSU discovery 
LEN sponsors 
bike identification 
Want to deter others from stealing 
your bike'' Then bring it to the 
Association of Law Enforcement's 
bicycle registration. 
From Nov. 6-9. 12-5 p.m. students can 
bring their bikes to the gatehouse in 
front of Alumni Coliseum. 
In case of rain, bike identification will 
be at the Brewer Building. Identifying 
marks such as social security numbers 
will be placed on the bikes If stolen the 
bikes can then be traced anywhere in 
the country. 
Also a file will be kept on the bikes by 
thesecurityofficesothatany bike found 
on campus can be returned to the owner 
The service will he free of charge. 
The Association of I .aw Enforcement 
will also try to set aside one day each 
month on which students can bring their 
bikes lo he identified. 
Monthly highlights 
Friday 
November features a variety of programs 
Nov. 3 
t p.m. Deadline for Co-ed racquetball 
x p.m.   "The Music Man." Opera House. 
l.exington 
Saturday   Nov. 4 
l» a.m. 10.000 meter run. Arlington 
K p.m. "The Music Man." Opera House. 
■ .exington 
Sunday Nov. 5 
»::t» a.m. Wesley Foundation Celebration 
Service 
tip.m. Men's Volleyball Club. Begley Gym 
Drama, dance, music, and art will be included in November 
programs at Eastern. 
The month's events will also include football and basketball, an 
Audubon wildlife film, and workshops and seminars. 
November entertainment will open on the first with a free concert by 
the EKU String Orchestra, directed by Dr. Alan Staples, at 8:30 p.m. 
in Hiram Brock Auditorium. 
There will be a short course beginning Nov 2 on "Solar Energy for 
the Homeowner." held Thursdays. 6-10 p.m.. with Dr. Gary Chastain. 
professor of industrial education and technology, as instructor. 
A one-day workshop will be held on "Nutrition Update. 78" Nov. 3 
from 8:30 to4 p.m.. by the EKU Office of Continuing Education. 
The fire and excitement of the Spanish dance will come to Brock 
Auditorium Nov 6 when "Flamenco Ole" appears in a free program, 
beginning at 7:30 p.m. 
More dancing will be performed in a concert Nov. 10-11 in Brock by a 
40-member student dance team, directed by Tracy MacDonald. artist 
in residence The public is invited to this 8 p.m. program. 
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The lives of three women will be portrayed in Gifford Theatre at 7:30 
p.m.. Nov. 15 - 18. In the EKU production of the drama. "Vanities." 
Tickets may be reserved by phoning (608) 622-3480. 
Other major musical events will include free concerts by the EKU 
Symphony Orchestra, Nov. 8: the Jan Ensemble. Nov. 9: the Per- 
cussion Ensemble. Nov. 13: the Opera Work Shop. Nov. 20. and a 
choral group. Nov. 30: all at 8:30 p.m. in Brock Auditorium. 
The graphic works of John Begley. printmaker and director of the 
New Harmony. Ind.. Gallery of Contemporary Art. will be shown in 
the Fred P. Giles Gallery throughout November. Gallery hours: 
Monday - Friday. 9:15 a.m. - 4:30 p.m. 
Eastern's football Colonels will play Tennessee Tech Nov. 4 and 
Akron Nov. 11.the latter at 1:30 p.m. at Hanger Field. The basketball 
Colonels will open against Northern Kentucky Nov. 25 and play Ball 
State Nov. 27. both games at 7:30 p.m in the Alumni Coliseum. 
The Okefenoke Swamp in Georgia will be the setting for a National 
Audubon Society movie in Brock Auditorium at 7:30 p.m.. Nov 28 
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Public Radio 88.9 
112 78 
Today   Nov. 2 
12:00 PM - CONVERSATIONS 
See Monday. 12 00 noon for complete 
program description. 
12:15 PM - THE MID-DAY REPORT 
See Monday.  12 15 PM (or complete 
program description 
12:30 PM — POTPOURRI OF CLASSICS 
WEKU-FM'S Loy Lee hosts this daily 
concert which includes historical and 
biographical background about the 
music and composers 
3:30 PM - JUST JAZZ 
See Monday. 3 :-0 PM tor complete 
program description 
5:15 PM - AFTERNOON REPORT 
See Monday. 5 15 p.m. lor complete 
program description 
5:30 PM — CURTAIN TIME 
Each weeknight Curtain Time presents 
the entire soundtrack or original cast 
recording ol a motion picture or stage 
musical 
6:30 PM - SHORT STORY (New Program) 
A series of half-hour dramatizations 
based on short stories 
7.-00 PM — LUM N ABNER 
See Monday. 7 CO PM lor complete 
program description 
7:15 PM - CONVERSATIONS 
A repeat of this afternoon s program 
See Monday. 12 00 noon for complete 
program description. 
7:30 PM - EVENING JOURNAL 
This spin-off" of our weekday morning 
program. Journal, presents a collection 
of Behind-the-N«rws features inter- 
views, news and analysis 
8:30 PM - JAZZ UNLIMITED 
See Monday. 8 30 PM lor complete 
program description 
Friday Nov. 3 
6:00 AM - JOURNAL 
See Monday 6 00 AM for complete 
program description 
9:00 AM - OPTIONS 
See Monday   9 00 AM 
10:00 AM - 
BOSTON SYMPHONY (New Program) 
The world-renowned Boston 
Symphony   joins   WEKU-FMs  line-up 
12:00 PM - CONVERSATIONS 
See Monday 12 00 noon for complete 
program desc ription 
12:15 PM - THE MIO-DAV REPORT 
See Monday. 12 15 PM for complete 
program description 
12:30 PM - POTPOURRI OF CLASSICS 
WEKU-FMs Loy Lee Hosts tnis daily 
concert which includes historical and 
biographical background about the 
music and ccmposers 
3:30 PM - JUST JAZZ 
See Monday 3 30 PM lor complete 
program description 
5:15 PM - THE AFTERNOON REPORT 
See  Monday    5 15   PM   lor  complete 
program description 
5:30 PM - CURTAIN TIME 
Each weeknight Curtain Time presents 
the entire soundtrack or original cas: 
recording ol a motion picture or stage 
musical   A Lmle Might Music 
6:30 PM - THE BEST 
OF   OLD-TIME" RADIO 
7:30 PM — OPTIONS 
IN EDUCATION (REPEAT) 
A repeat ol Wednesday mornings 
program See Wednesday 9 00 AM lor 
complete program description 
8:30 PM - JAZZ UNLIMITED 
See Monday 8 30 PM lor complete 
program description 
Saturday   Nov. 4 
6:00 AM - PROJECT WEEKEND 
Wake up with us and our weekend 
morning presentation of light jazz 
news weather and special features 
9:00 AM - OPTIONS 
See Monday. 900 AM for complete 
program description This is not a 
repeat of earlier nrograms 
10:00 AM — CHICAGO SYMPHONY 
Live-on-tape   recordings   of   the   re- 
nowned Chicago Symphony Orches- 
tra's 1978-79 season Highlights 
BERIO   Smlonia (revised five move- 
ment version). 
Henry Mazer, conductor. Richard Graet. 
alto flute (Mr Graef ia Assistant Princ- 
ipal Flute of the Chicago Symphony) 
12:00 PM — THE GREAT OPERAS 
Loy Lee hosts this presentation ol one 
of the world's great operas. Highlights 
— PUCCINI   II Tabarro with Scotto 
Domingo.   Wixeil  Maazel  conducting 
4:00 PM - THE ROAR 
OF THE GREASEPAINT 
A varied selection ot everyone s favorite 
music from stage and silvar screen 
7:30 PM - 
STARS AND STUFF (New Program) 
A series ol science fiction/fantasy 
stones, all original. Iresh. solid arm- 
chair  clutching  high  adventures. 
•:30 PM - SOUL SPOTLIGHT 
A funky mixture ot disco. RS.B. and 
jazz music 
Sunday   Nov. 5 
6:00 AM — PROJECT WEEKEND 
Wake  up with us and our weekend 
morning   presentation   of   light   jazz. 
news,  weather, and special leatures 
8:00 AM - OPTIONS 
See  Mondav   9.00 AM 
10:00 AM — NEW YORK PHILHARMONIC 
Another rousing season of New York 
Philharmonic performances Highlights 
MOZART  Symphony No  25 in G 
minor, K   183 
HAYON   Symphony No  95 in C minor 
12:00 PM — JAZZ ALIVEI 
This excellent series from National 
Public Radio offers recorded-live iazz 
— Carmen McCrae  — Don Menza 
Sextet — Sam Most Quartet 
1:30 PM — JAZZ FIRSTS (New Program) 
Loy Lee presents and comments on 
selections from new iazz recordings 
2:30 PM - JAZZ REVISITED 
This National Public Radio series 
hosted by Hazen Shoemacher. pre- 
sents and evaluates the early years ol 
recorded jazz   from 1917-1947 
— Old and Mew — Early and late 
recordings of Song ol the Wanderer 
Dardanella and Dancing in the Dark 
3:00 PM - JAZZ IT UP: 
A weekly presentation of big band swing 
music, along with Oixieland. and con- 
temporary big band; 
•:30 PM - THE MUSIC OF AMERICA 
(NEW PROGRAM) 
A look at some of the music that 
Americas as some ol America's m- 
diginous music 
7:30 PM- 
BLUEGRASS ALIVEI (New Program) 
Renfro Valley Kentucky was host to 
two bluegrass lestivais earlier this year 
The Mac Wiseman Bluegrass Festival 
and The McLain Family Band Family 
Festival 
6:30 PM - FOLK FESTIVAL. USA 
National Public Radios highly ac- 
claimed weekly series ol Live on tape 
Folk. Blues and Bluegrass festival per 
lormances trom virtually all ot the 50 
States 
10:30 PM - BACKTRACK 
its hard to believe but rock and roll has 
been around lor almost a quarter of a 
century And that's long enough to build 
up quite a library ol what are now (ondly 
known as oldies our goodies 
Monday   Nov. 6 
6:00 AM - JOURNAL 
Bringing People the news requires more 
than a five-minute newscast at The top 
of the hour" II requires a thorough 
examination ol international, national, 
regional and local events, weather and 
sports 
9:00 AM — OPTIONS 
10:00 AM — 
INTERNATIONAL CONCERT HALL 
This series from National Public Radio 
presents recorded-live concerts from 
all over the world Highlights 
Stuttgart Radio Symphony Orchestra. 
Michael Gieien. conductor. 
12.00 PM - CONVERSATIONS 
There is an endless variety of interesting 
people   in   and   around   the   Central 
Kentucky area   Conversations brings 
Ihese people to you 
1*1S PM - THE MID-DAY REPORT 
A 15 Minute summary of international. 
national,    and    regional/local    news. 
weather and sports. 
12:30 PM - POTPOURRI OF CLASSICS 
WEKU-FMs Loy Lee hosts this daily 
concert which includes historical and 
biographical   background   about   the 
music a.KJ composers Highlights 
BEETHOVEN   Violin Concerto in D. 
Opus 61 
CARTER: Variations for Orchestra 
3:30 PM - JUST JAZZ 
Basic. Benson Byrd. Ellington. Mann 
Brubeck.  Montgomery.   T|ader. Wies- 
burg       the list goes on and on 
S:1S PM - THE AFTERNOON REPORT 
A 15-minute summary ol Ihe day's news 
5:30 PM - CURTAIN TIME 
Each weeknight Curtain Time presents 
the entire soundtrack or original cast 
recording of a motion picture or Mage 
musical Highlights 
Film Scores tor Bogie (Gerhardt) 
• 30PM-THE BEST 
OF   OLD-TIME" RADIO 
7:00 PM - LUM N ABNER 
Recordings of one of the most re- 
membered of all "Old-Time" radio 
comedies, starring Chet Lauck as Lum 
and Norris Golf as Abner 
7:15 PM - CONVERSATIONS 
A repeat of this afternoon s program 
See Monday. 12:00 noon for complete 
program description 
7:30 PM - STUDS TERKEL'S 
ALMANAC (New Program) 
Few ot the guests on Studs Terkeis 
programs bring as varied a range ol 
talents before the microphone as the 
host himse.f 
8:30 PM - JAZZ UNLIMITED 
Three and a half hours of the very best 
m l«*z — traditional, contemporary 
progressive and avant garde styles, plus 
frequent profiles ol new and out- 
standing albums and musicians 
Tuesday   Nov. 7 
6:00 AM — JOURNAL 
See Monday 600 AM lor complete 
program description 
IfcOO AM - NATIONAL 
PRESS CLUB LUNCHEONS 
The National Press Club in Washington 
is noted for its interesting and entertain- 
ing   luncheon   speakers 
10:00 AM - TOSCANINI: 
THE MAN BEHIND THE LEGEND 
What is the truth about the legend 
created around Ihe man Toscamni'' 
Was he an autocrat a dictator in the 
world ol music'' Or was he. as many be- 
lieve, the greatest conductor who ever 
lived'' This weekly series originally 
aired on NBC radio tries to answer 
these and other questions 
11:00 AM — CHARLES IVES: 
THE UNANSWERED QUESTION 
This series surveys the musical and 
prose output of the great American 
composer and insurance executive. 
Charles Ives 
12:00 PM - CONVERSATIONS 
See Monday. 12 00 noon lor complete 
program description 
12:15 PM - THE MID-DAY REPORT 
See Monday. 12 15 PM for complete 
program description 
12:30 PM - POTPOURRI OF CLASSICS 
WEKU-FMs Loy Lee hosts this daily 
concert which includes historical and 
biographical   background   about   the 
music and composers Highlights 
BRAHMS: Violin Concertoz 
MAHLER  Symphony m. Titan 
oSSn v'°"n Conc#r,° '" G m'nof 
3 30 PM - JUST JAZZ 
Soc  Monday    3 30  |i m   tor cumpMrtu 
jirogram OVsi 'ijitiun 
5:1 S PM — THE AFTERNOON REPORT 
See Monday. 5 15 PM for complete pro- 
gram description 
5:30 PM — CURTAIN TIME 
Each weeknight Curtain Time presents 
the entire soundtrack or original cast 
recording of a motion picture or stage 
musical  Highlights 
Fanny (Original Cast) 
630 PM - YOU BET YOUR LIFE (Return) 
The meet irreverant of the zany Marx 
Brothers. Groucho. greets and heckles 
contestants on this hilarious quiz show 
7:00 PM - LUM  N ABNER 
See Monday. 7 00 PM for complete pro- 
gram description 
7:15 PM — CONVERSATIONS 
A repeat ol this afternoon's program 
See Monday. 12:00 noon tor complete 
program description 
7:30 PM - VOICES IN THE WIND 
Writers, painters, actors, poets, 
musicians, sculptors — artists of all 
kinds are interviewed on this weekly 
arts magazine trom National Public 
Radio, hosted by Oscar Brand 
8:30 PM — JAZZ UNLIMITED 
See Monday. 8 30 PM for complete p-o- 
gram description 
Wednesday   N.V. I 
6 00 AM - JOURNAL 
See Monday. 600 AM for complete 
program description 
9:00 AM - OPTIONS IN EDUCATION 
This award-winning program from 
National Public Radio is a fast-paced 
report on numerous aspects of ed- 
ucational practices and innovations 
10:00 AM - CAMPUS MUSIC A 
This new series features concerts given 
by the symphony orchestras ot our 
nations colleges and schools ol 
music 
— WOLF-FERRARI    The  Secret ol 
Suianne I Overture) 
BERLIOZ Love music trom Romeo and 
Juliet 
VAZZANA Trinakie (World Premiere) 
STRAVINSKY Song of the Nightingale 
STRAUSS Death and Transfiguration. 
University ot Southern California 
Symphony Orchestra. Daniel Lewis 
3:30 PM - JUST JAZZ 
See  Monday.   3 30 
12:00 PM - CONVERSATIONS 
See Monday   12 0(1 Noon for complete 
program description 
12:30 PM - POTPOURRI OF CLASSICS 
WEKU-FMs Loy Lee hosts this daily 
concert which includes historical and 
biographical background about the 
music    and    composers 
5:15 PM - THE AFTERNOON REPORT 
See   Monday.   5 15  PM 
5:30 PM - CURTAIN TIME 
Each weeknight Curtain Time presents 
the entire soundtrack or original cast 
recording ot a motion picture or stage 
musical  Highlights 
Golden Boy (Original Cast) 
6:30 PM —    BARRY GRAIG. PRIVATE IN- 
VESTIGATOR (New Program) 
7:00 PM — LUM  N ABNER 
See   Monday    7 03  PM 
7 15 PM - CONVERSATIONS 
A repeal ol this f'ternoons program 
See Monday 12 00 noon (or complete 
program inscription 
7:30 PM - A LOOK AT . . . 
This weekly topical interview program 
hosted by Ron Smith, does exactly whal 
its name says It lakes A Look At any 
number ol newsworthy topics, current 
events and interesmg people 
8.00 PM - INQUIRY (Return) 
The modern world is a complex place 
morally and ethically The EKU Campus 
Ministers Association lakes a look at 
current world and local issues (rom a 
Moral point o( view 
8:30 PM - JAZZ UNLIMITED 
See   Monday    8 30  PM 
...... ....... i 
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Today 
W&3& 
Nov. 2 
EVENING 
IkM 
11:57 
PINK PANTHER SHOW 
METRIC MARVELS 
AFTERNOON 
«:M 
Ml 
1M 
7:31    A 
I 
l:M 
»3i 
NEWS 
ZOOM (CAPTtONED) 
ARC NEWS 
NEC NEWS 
CBS NEWS 
GEJJ. 
CANDID CAMERA 
FAMILY AFFAIR 
MY THREE SONS 
MACNEIL-LEHRER REPORT 
JOKER'S WILD 
NASHVILLE ON THE ROAD 
FAMILY FEUD 
KENTUCKY ELECTIONS-71 
NEWLYWEDGAME 
PROJECT UF.O. 
THE WALTONS 
ELECTIONS It 
MORK AND MINDV 
KENTUCKY NOW 
WHAT* HAPPENING! 
QUINCV 
CINDERELLA AT THE PALACE 
0 PERSON TO PERSON SELECTED 
INTERVIEWS 
&   BARNEY MILLER 
0   RAD ROYS 
e SOAP 
0 DAVID CASSIDV-MAN 
IVER 
© 0   NEWS 
THE TONIGHT SHOW 
OH LATE MOVIE 
STARSKY AND HUTCH-S.W.A T 
TOMORROW 
TAKE FIVE 
3 
EVENING 
It**   0   WRESTLING 
SPACE ACADEMY 
ABC WEEKEND SPECIAL 
IZ:M    ©   FAT ALBERT . 
NEW SHAPES: EDUCATION 
NCAA FOOTBALL 
EXTENSION PEOPLE 
ARKH 
GEJ>. 
l:!l    @   II MINUTES 
t*t   0   FORD PHILPOT SPECIAL 
KTD8WORLD 
GUTENTAG IN DEUTSCHLAND 
M»    ©   TOBACCO TALK 
I TEACHING LIFE SCIENCE IN THE 
TARY SCHOOL 
fcM   fll   PUBLIC AFFAIRS 
THIS IS THE NFL 
ULIAS YOGA AND YOU 
l:M   0   BLUEGRASS PERSONALITIES MX 
CROCKETT'S       VICTORY 
GARDEN 
4:M    0   PUBLIC AFFAIRS 
0   JULIA CHILD AND COMPANY 
0  NCAA FOOTBALL 
I MOVIE (DRAMA) ••  "TVUmii 
rSPORTS SPECTACULAR 
ANTIQUES 
ALL-STAR SOCCER 
EVENING 
1978 ELECTIONS 
CBS News will present live coverage 
ot the November 7 elections, from 
CBS News headquarters in New 
York. 
Walter Cronkite (pictured) will an- 
chor the coverage Joining him in 
reporting the results by region of 35 
Senate races. 36 gubernatorial elec- 
tions and all 43S House of Representa- 
tive contests will be Harry Reasoner 
(East). Roger Mudd (South). Dan 
Rather (Midwest) and Lesley Stahl 
(West) 
Former CBS News National Corre- 
spondent Eric Sevareid. now a consul- 
tant to CBS News, will provide 
analysis of the returns from historical 
and social points of view throughout 
the evening. 
Correspondent Bruce Morton will 
report from the Trend Desk on the 
issues that played a part in the 
decisions voters made on this impor- 
tant election day. 
According to Sylvia Westerman. Vice 
President of Special Events and 
Political Coverage. "Inflation, taxes. 
President Carter's energy program 
and his foreign policy are all areas that 
will affect how the American public 
votes this year " 
TV COMFUIOC UHVCCS. MC 
CONSULT  omt USTMOS  torn LAST  MMUTI 
MTOOMI CMMOCS MO 'OH IMCT MO TWC 
t*»   0' NEWS 
ZOOM 
.    ABCNEWS 
fcM    $   NBC NEWS 
CBS NEWS 
GUTEN TAG IN DEUTSCHLAND 
_   GONG SHOW 
74*   0   FAMILY AFFAIR 
MY THREE SONS 
KENTUCKY ELECTIONS '78 
_   JOKER'S WOD 
7:M   0   DONNA FARGO 
IN SEARCH OF 
COMMENT ON KENTUCKY 
.   NEWLYWEDGAME 
fcM   tjjf   DtTF-RENT STROKES 
THE  NEW  ADVENTURES  OF 
WONDER WOMAN 
ELECTIONS "71 
,   HAPPY DAYS 
111   0   WHO'S WATCHING THE KIDS 
WASHINGTON     WEEK     IN 
VIEW 
ROCKFORD FILES 
INCREDIBLE HULK 
WALL ITREET WEEK 
.   FRIDAY NIGHT MOVIE  How To 
Ptck Up Girls' Stars: Dai Arnax Jr.. Bess 
 I CAPRA MYSTERIES 
FLYING HIGH 
I   THE EMPTY BOOTH 
I fl   NEWS 
I   THE TONIGHT SHOW 
_) MOVIE -(SCIENCE FICTION) ••*» 
Tk* Omega Maa" 1171 
0   BARETTA 
JUKEBOX 
THE MIDNIGHT SPECIAL 
_) MOVIE -(WESTERN) ••• "GaafigM 
at Ike O.K Carral" 1M7 
t:M    i»    TAKE FIVE 
«:M 
tat 
1:** 
7:M 
S.-M 
l:M 
PORTER WAGONER SHOW 
NEWS 
NOVA 
NBC NEWS 
CBS NEWS 
LAWRENCE WELK SHOW 
HEEHAW 
ONCE UPON A CLASSIC 
UNDERSEA WORLD OF JACQUES 
COUSTEAU 
CONGRESSIONAL OUTLOOK 
CHlPi 
THE JEPPERSONS 
FIRING UNE 
TBS LOVE BOAT 
SATURDAY NIGHT MOVIE The 
Poseidon Adventure' Stars: Gene Hack- 
man, Ernest 1 
114 
114 
11:11 
ll:3t 
I** 
0  THE LONG SEARCH 
0   SCENES FROM A MARRIAGE ■ OS   NEWS 
0       MONTY   PYTHON'S   FLYING 
emeus 
0   ABCNEWS 
0   SATURDAY NIGHT LIVE 
©MOVIE-(DRAMA)— "DaagerMs" 
O MOVIE -(CRIME) ••*> "TheValachl 
Papers" Iffi 
0   STAR TREK 
© MOVIE-(COMEDY) —   "Wackiest 
SUa la Tke Ar«y" IMa 
l:li 
fcM 
fcM 
1M 
i at 
4:M 
©MOVIE -(DRAMA) ••• "TbeSk-uia. 
Ctaa" lt7»   
0 WASHINGTON     WEEK     IN 
NEWUPE   
WALL ITREET WEEK 
ISSUES AND ANSWERS 
WORLD CON FERENCE 
COMMENT ON KENTUCKY 
FOCUS 
KENTUCKY NOW 
URBAN LEAGUE 
PUBLIC AFFAIRS 
G1UUNI-S BEETHOVEN NINTH 
I DREAM OF JEANNIE 
NFL "II (PRE-GAME) 
PORMBVS        ANTIQUE 
WORKSHOP 
0 ©   NFL FOOTBALL 
0  IRONSIDE 
0  THE EMPTY BOOTH 
0  THE LONG SEARCH 
©MOVIE -(DRAMA) ••<+    Refcecca of 
Souybraok Farm" l»38 
EVENING 
8   EVENING AT SYMPHONY 
ALL-STAR    FAMILY    FEUD 
SPECIAL 
l:M    ©   PEOPLE 
***    0 MONDAY NIGHT AT THE MOVIES 
Rainbow' Stars: Andrea McArdle, Don 
I array. 
)   HASH 
I   VISIONS 
)   MONDAY NIGHT FOOTBALL 
)   ONE DAY AT A TIME 
)   LOU GRANT 
I   CONGRESSIONAL OUTLOOK 
9 ©   NEWS 
9    THE TONIGHT SHOW 
)  CBS LATE MOVIE 
!   NEWS 
9   HANK THOMPSON SHOW 
9   TOMORROW 
0   TAKE FIVE 
Tuesday   Nov. 7 
EVENING 
Sunday   Nov. 5 
MORNING 
Saturday   Nov. 4 
MORNING 
t:M OB   AGRICULTURE USA 
7*5 0   FARM REPORT 
© MOVIE -(WESTERN) •   "WIM Horse 
Pkaniom" 1 til 
0   HOT FUDGE 
7:J» jj    DUSTY* TREEHOUSE 
8   ARCHIES 
8:M 18    YOGI'S SPACE RACE 
it   POPEYE HOUR 
0      SCOOBY   DOO,   WHERE   ARE 
YOU? 
S:M Q   FANGFACE 
©        BUGS    BUNNY    AND    ROAD ».H 
RUNNER 
O     CHALLENGE OF THE SUPER 
STARS 
III 00 0   aNEMATIC EYE 
0   SCOOBVS ALL-STARS 
Mstl 0   METRIC MARVELS 
1030 HI   DAFFY DUCK 
©       TARZAN    AND   THE   SUPER 
SEVEN ■ MOVIE -(DRAMA) SfceeSakse" 
114* iSf* 0   YOGI'S SPACE RACE 
«.M    0   KENTUCKY A FIELD 
•:M   0   CATHOUCMASS 
7*»    0   OLD TIME GOSPEL HOUR 
TOBACCO TALK 
7:M    ©   LONE RANGER 
DR. THEA JONES 
8H    0   THE STORY 
REX HUMBARD 
SESAME STREET 
JIMMY SWAGGART 
8:M    0   REVIVAL FIRES 
GOSPEL SINGING JUBILEE 
WHAT'S NEW MISTER MAGOO-- 
MISTER ROGERS 
NORMAN VINCENT PEALE 
fcM    0   WORLD TOMORROW 
CLUE CLUB 
ELECTRIC COMPANY 
ANIMALS, ANIMALS, ANIMALS 
lfcM    0   NEW SHAPES IN EDUCATION 
DAY OF DISCOVERY 
SESAME STREET 
REVIVAL IN AMERICA 
IfcM    0    IMMAM'AL BAPTIST CHURCH 
SERVICE 
REVIVAL TABERNACLE 
HERALD OF TRUTH 
114*    ©   IT IS WRITTEN 
REBOP 
ONEWAY 
l:M    0   YOUR GOVERNMENT 
FACE THE NATION 
STUDIO SEE 
AFTERNOON  
1Z:M    0   MEET THE PRESS 
DIRECTIONS 
FREESTYLE 
ROBERT SCHULLER 
IMI   1   PUBLIC AFFAIRS 
NEWSMAKER 
BIG BLUE MARBLE 
1:H    0   LEAGUE OF WOMEN VOTERS 
SB    0 CROCKETT'S       VICTORY 
rDEN 
ONCE UPON A CLASSIC 
WONDERFUL    WORLD    OF 
DISNEY 
ffl  M MINUTES 
0  THE PALLISERS 
0   HARDY BOYS 
IN    0     THE  BIG   EVENT  "The Time 
Machine'   SUra:   John   Beck.   PriscilU 
ALL IN THE FAMILY 
ELECTION EVE ROUND-UP 
S:J»     ©   ALICE 
KAZ 
MASTERPIECE THEATRE 
LIFELINE 
DALLAS 
SOUNDSTAGE 
lfcU    V   VOTE It-ELECTION PREVIEW 
11:N    0 ffl ©   NEWS 
11:11    ©  CBS NEWS 
ABC NEWS 
11:30    3E NBC LATE NIGHT MOVIE Killing 
Stone'  Stars:   Gil  Gerard,   Nehemiah 
Persoff. 
gCBS LATE MOVIE 
TV) CLUB 
12:10     K   WITH THIS RING 
IN   0   NEWS 
ZOOM 
ABCNEWS 
fcM   0   NBC NEWS 
CBS NEWS 
GJJJJ. 
MUPPETSSHOW 
740   0   FAMILY AFFAIR 
I CBS NEWS COVERAGE OF THE "71 
MACNEIL-LEHRER REPORT 
VOTE 
»:M 
114* 
11:3* 
l:M 
2:M 
CAVETTSHOW 
NBC     NEWS      ELECTION 
COVERAGE 
0   MASTERPIECE THEATRE 
0   MOVIE   -(DRAMA)   •      "HetMa" 
1171 
S® 0  NEWS 
NBC NEWS ELECTION COVER- 
AGE CONTINUES 
©     CBS COVERAGE  OF  THE   '78 
ELECTIONS CONTINUES 
fTHE "71 VOTE CONTINUES 
TOMORROW 
TAKE FIVE 
Wednesday   Nov. a 
Monday   Nov. 6 
l:M 
t:30 
EVENING 
l:N    M   NEWS 
ZOOM 
ABC NEWS 
«:M    0   NBC NEWS 
CBS NEWS 
ONEMATIC EYE 
THAT'S HOLLYWOOD 
VM    0   FAMILY AFFAIR 
MY THREE SONS 
MACNEIL-LEHRER REPORT 
JOKER'S WILD 
7:M    0   HOLLYWOOD SQUARES 
POP GOES THE COUNTRY 
DICK CAVETT SHOW 
NEWLYWED GAME 
8:M    0 LITTLE    HOUSE    ON    THE 
PRAIRIE 
ffl   WKRP IN CINCINNATI 
7.00 
It 
44 
NEWS 
ZOOM 
ABCNEWS 
NBC NEWS 
CBS NEWS 
I TEACHING LIFE SCIENCE IN THE 
ELEMENTARY SCHOOL 
0   SHANA NA 
FAMILY AFFAIR 
MY THREE SONS 
MACNEIL-LEHRER REPORT 
JOKER'S WILD 
THAT GOOD OLE NASHVILLE 
MUSIC 
©   BONKERS 
0   DICK CAVETT SHOW 
0   NEWLYWEDGAME 
800    II DICK       CLARK'S      LIVE 
WEDNESDAY 
©   THE JEFFERSONS 
0   MARIE CURIE 
©   EIGHT IS ENOUGH 
1:11   ©   GOOD TIMES 
(Continued on pace 4) 
7:311 
■B 
CAMPUS INTERVIEW PROECEDURES 
1. Al interviews wM be haM In tto Division of 
Career Development & Placement. 319 Jones 
Budding. 822-2768. 
2. Students who wish to schedule interviews 
muet sign-up in person at the Drvieion Oltici. 319 
Jones Bktg Monday - Friday from 8 a.m. - 4:30 
p.m. 
3. Interview! sign-up starts efter organizations 
see announced in the FYI or tto Eastern Prograaa. 
4. Tto minimum requirement for scheduling an 
interview ia the completion and filing of • data 
sheet Thai form ia part of tto Placement 
Regietration Packet which ia avertable in tto 
Division of Career Development 6 Placement - 318 
Jones Building A complete sat of placement 
credentials ia recommended to support your 
employment or Graduate School search. 
Monday   Nov. 6 
COOPERS 6 LYBRAND ICPAI 
Positions: Stsff Accountants 
Qualifications: Bachelor or Masters in Account- 
ing 
U.S. NAVY 
Positions: Aviation. Engineering, Business, Med- 
ical. Nuclear Power and Computer Tech  Services 
Qualifications: AH Majors interested In tto sbove 
Service Fields 
Teaching Positions for Math. Physics and 
Chemistry Majors era avertable in Orlando. Florida 
Note: Personal interviews can to scheduled in 
the Drvieion of Career Development and Place- 
ment, 319 Jonas Bldg General Career information 
Mai to available outside the grin in tto Powell Bldg. 
on Nov. 8 and 7. 
Tuesday   Nov. 7 
U.S. NAVY .- AS LISTED ABOVE 
THE KROGER COMPANY 
Positions: Store Management Trainees 
Qualifications: All Majors with Bachelors degree 
interested in Store Mgmt. Program. 
U.S. MARINE CORPS 
Possitions: Officer opportunities are svasabie as 
Pilots, Infantry. ArtWery. Misery Police Correc 
tons. Intelligence and Supply 
Qualifications: All Majors mtereeted in career 
opportunities. 
Note: Special Marina Officer Training Program 
for Underclassmen 
PLATOON LEADERS CLASS IPLCI 
QueHficetwns  Enroled In coaaga and maintain 
ing a "C" point average plus 1-2 Summer Camp 
training sessions depending on year In school. 
Benefits  4100 par month stipend for academic 
year. Commission 2nd Lt. upon graduation, special 
options in Law or Aviation. 
Sign-up  for   interviews  at  319   Jonas   Bldg. 
General information booth svsfabla outside grill 
araa - Powell Bldg. Nov. 7-8. ' 
Wednesday   Nov. i 
U.S. MARINE CORPS - AS LISTED ABOVE 
BURROUGHS CORP. 
ATLANTA. DATA PROCESSING 
.  Positions: Systems Analyst 
Qualifications Bachelors or Masters degree in 
Math. Computer Science. EDP. Bus. Adm. 
CLARK EQUIPMENT CO. I GEORGETOWN 
Positions: Product Design Assistants 
Qualifications      BS    kl    industrial    tech     with 
mechanical and drafting background 
Thursday   Nov. 9 
U.S. MARINE CORPS   AS LISTED ABOVE 
MOBIL OIL CORPORATION 
Positions: Petroleum Geologist 
Qualifications: Masters degree in Geology 
fiSfisAtj 
Friday Nov. 10 
ROSES STORES. INC 
Positions: Stors Mgmt  Trainees 
Quskficstions: Bachelors or Masters m Account 
ing 
Monday   Nov. 13 
ALLIED MILLS. INC. 
Positions   Sales Trainees 
Qualifications: Al Majors with s background m 
agriculture lAcedemic or experience with some 
Business exposure 
Tuesday   Nov. u 
IRA WATSON CO.     Reschedule from 10/24/781 
Positions: Retail Stors Mgmt  Trainees 
Qualifications  Bachelors dsgrse in Bus  Adm . 
Fsshion Merchandising or related field 
ATTENTION 1978-79 COLLEGE OF BUS ADM 
GRADUATES. AFTER GRADUATION WHAT??? 
An employment semmer to explore tto "How 
To's" of effective JOB CAMPAIGNING 
DATES: TUES . NOV. 7th and WEO.. NOV 8th 
TIME: 3:30 p.m. 
LOCATIONS: Rm. 322 COMBS BLDG 
THE DATA SHEET: A Reflection of You 
An importsnt part of tto credential packet la the 
DATA SHEET Although this document is one of 
tto bask forms which registers you with tto 
Career Development & Placement office, a copy of 
this document could and up on tto desk of e 
corporete official, s school superintendent, or any 
proapacthre employer For this reason, it plays s 
critics! part in your rob campaign and deceives 
some profsssionel considaretion upon preparation 
Tto DATA SHEET should be fWad out needy 
end accurately. Typing or legibly printing with 
a"** Ink is recommended Tha gives a more 
professional eppearsnee and upon dupfccetion the 
DATA SHEET is clearer, and easier to read 
(CONTINUED FROM PAGE 3) 
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Accuracy of information is asso importsnt Mske 
sure that blanks ere completed honestly ft • 
section does not apply to you or your shustion. 
however, put somethina in that apace to indicate 
you have not overlooked ft UsuaBy a dash l-l or 
N/A I Not applicable I is appropriate. 
Flexibility and mobility ere tto key points to 
consider whan completing the "Position Desired' 
end Location Preference' sactions of tto DATA 
SHEET. Although tto honest approach is enpere 
I've, give yourself some leeway In what you wiU 
consider be flexible Determine if tto restrictions 
you place on yourself in these I re as can be 
modified to enlarge your scope of opportunity It 
so. be as flexible and mooes aa poassbss. but set 
distinct limitations as to what you wM consider end 
don't go beyond that. If you won't taks a position 
outside e certain guideline, don't suggest that you 
war 
Tto "Unofficial Transcript" section is designed 
to give e prospective employer a general overview 
of your academic background and your areas of 
speculation When a more ec cur ate record of 
course work is requested, tto Career Development 
6- Placement office suggests that an official 
transcript which can to obtained from the 
Regkmer's office, to provided to prospective 
employers. 
When completing other sections of tto DATA 
SHEET, kaap in mind tto kinds) of ausMiee a 
prospective employer would look tor: •pacific 
masors, minors, endorsements and speciekietions 
as wen aa told related recognitions and leadeishio 
oositions. 
DECEMBER 1978 GRADUATES 
Do You Have A Job? 
Are You Going To Orsd School? 
If your answer to either of ttoea questions rs 
Ysa. please stop by tto Ofvtaion of Career 
Development 6) Placement. 318 Jonas Bldg and 
give us tto data** as w* are maintaining 
confidential placement ststotsca on tto 1978 79 
graduating class 
A "no" answer to these questions should also 
cause you to ..art the Drvieion office for 
employment eesatance and to register for place 
menl services which are free to aa EKU graduates 
end alumni 
Wednesday   Nov. s        Daytime Listings Monday thru Friday 
<»     WEDNESDAY NIGHT AT THE 
MOVIES    Return  To  Macoo  County 
Starr Ntck Molt*. Robin Mattson 
SB WEDNESDAY NIGHT MOVIE First 
Yon Cry'  Stars    Miry Tyler  Moore. 
Perkins. 
CHEAT PERFORMANCES 
CHARLIES ANGELS 
VECAI 
I   PORTRAIT OF A NURSE 
lv&>0   NEWS 
THE TONIGHT SHOW 
CBS LATE MOVIE 
POLKS WOMAN SWA T 
TOMORROW 
TAKE FIVE 
AND 
748 
8.-BS 
1:11 
8:31 
1:31 
»:SS 
1848 
18-48 
11:57 
AKTHUR .SMITH SHOW 
789 CLUB 
PTL      CLUB-TALK 
VARIETY 
TODAY 
CBS NEWS 
GOOD MORNING AMERICA 
CAPTAIN KANGAROO 
WEATHER 
IN SCHOOL PROGRAMM1M. 
PHIL DONAHUE SHOW 
NOT FOR WOMEN ONLY 
GENERAL HOSPITAL 
DINAH 
BULLETIN BOARD 
CARD SHARKS 
MARCUS WELBY, M.D 
JEOPARDY 
PRICE IS RIGHT (EXC. THUR.) 
NEWS BULLETIN 
1148   m   HIGH ROLLERS 
H   HAPPY DAYS 
11:38   m   WHEEL OF FORTUNE 
LOVE OF LIFE 
FAMILY FEUD 
CBS NEWS ll:U 
1248 
11:38 
148 
1:18 
148 
1:38 
Ml 
AFTERNOON 
NOON TODAY 
YOUNG AND THE RESTLESS 
I24.444 PYRAMID 
BOB BRAUN SHOW 
GUIDING LIGHT 
RYAN'S HOPE 
ALL MY CHILDREN 
DAYS OF OUR LIVES 
AS THE WORLD TURNS 
ONE LIFE TO LIVE 
DOCTORS 
SEARCH FOR TOMORROW 
NEWS BULLETIN 
148 
1:38 
1:*7 
448 
4:38 
i.48 
ANOTHER WORLD 
ALL IN THE FAMILY 
GET SMART 
M.AS.H. 
OVER EASY 
HAPPY'S HOUR 
NEWS BULLETIN 
BATMAN 
PETTICOAT JUNCTION 
SESAME STREET 
ADDAMS FAMILY 
GOMERPYLE 
C.ILIJCLAN'S ISLAND 
BEVERLY HILLBILLIES 
ANDY GRIFFITH SHOW 
MISTER ROGERS 
UNIVERSITY FILM SERIES 
Tto   University FHaa Series aeoviee  are  •rcaaataa' ia Pearl Basel 
Tkeatre. Kef a MsasMM ehaBsskag. srvra aajata per wr.k at tier listed tsaae. 
Plea.. w.Ua acaeaali lor atartHK, tisaa. Meal ia SIM aeyj aaaetaa1 (a 
EKU coeaeaaa.lv.  Far aaesHsaal ialerasatfaa cal SlaaW.t  Aclivitie. - 
422-3855. 
Wed., Thar.., Fri 
Nov. 1, 2, 3 
7:00 419:00 
E3 
A story of envy, 
hatred, friendship, 
triumph, and love. 
ONE 
ONE 
Sat., Sun 
Nov. 4, 5 
8:00 4* 10:00 
Tim/iiiy llw I'IIC i«>K /i»iv 
HEROES 
Moat., TtaWa. 
Nov. 6,7 
7:00*9:00 
HENRY 
WINKLER 
SALLY 
HELD 
"MEL BROOKS- 
COMIC MASTERPIECE: 
■ Aipoo       A "■>....( A 
rOUHG 
Wed., Thuya 
Nov. 8, 9 
17:00* 9:00 
IPG1 
COMPLETE DINNER INCLUDES: 
3 pieces noney-dipped tried cttrcken 
masned potatoes and gravy cole slaw 
and  1  not butter laslin biscuit 
$159 1 
U.S. 25 SOUTH 
NEXT TO CLABK-IIOOIES SCHOOL 
Hi fees' la laassssssiei eiia .rs.. 
earn, C..»»«. ..i eatresses, 
NOW SERVING: 
Par. Hickery Pil Park Bar-B-Q 
AMD 
Rsaetesel * Haa SeaeSriclws 
•as** nan 
